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Abstract

Recent decades have witnessed remarkable progress in research and development of bionanosensors, nano-to-microscale devices made of biomaterials. A bionanosensor implements a set of simple functionalities to manipulate molecules in the environment. Examples of bionanosensors include DNA molecules designed to perform logical operations, motor proteins reconstructed to transport molecules in an engineered environment, and genetically engineered cells capable of sensing biochemical conditions of the environment.

Since bionanosensors are made of biomaterials and operate based on chemical energy, applications in biomedical domains are highly anticipated. Due to their small size, however, individual bionanosensors are limited in operational ranges and functionalities; bionanosensors need to form a network to cover larger areas and to perform complex functionalities for specific applications. This gives birth to a new interdisciplinary research area, called bionanosensor networks.

The area of bionanosensor networks aims at establishing methodologies to form robust and functional networks from spatially distributed bionanosensors. It also aims at developing innovative applications of such networks that are not readily realizable with existing network technologies (e.g., wireless communication technologies).

In this thesis, we consider two major classes of problems in nanomedical applications of bionanosensor networks: target detection and target tracking. Targets in such applications can be disease sites or infectious microorganisms that represent potential threat to the environment, and timely detection of targets and tracking of targets are important to provide immediate treatments or further analysis of the environment. In this thesis, we design two types of bionanosensor networks: static and dynamic to attack the target detection or tracking problem. Here a static bionanosensor network consists of bionanosensors that are immobilized to perform application functionality, while a dynamic bionanosensor network consists of bionanosensors that autonomously migrate to perform application functional-
This thesis consists of five chapters. In Chapter 1, we first describe the background of bionanosensor network research. We then introduce research challenges in bionanosensor networks and define objectives of this thesis. We also illustrate an architecture of bionanosensor networks and review related work to highlight contributions of this thesis.

In Chapter 2, we consider a static bionanosensor network for target detection application. In this type of bionanosensor network, bionanosensors are statically placed in the monitoring environment to detect targets that randomly walk in the environment. We formulate the target detection problem as an optimization problem to find a spatial distribution of bionanosensors that can minimize mean residence time of targets. We then mathematically analyze the problem under the condition that target arrival locations follow the uniform distribution: for one-dimensional environment, we find the optimal solution, and for \( n \)-dimensional environment (\( n \geq 2 \)), we provide the lower bound expression. Furthermore, in a two-dimensional environment, where analytical approaches are not available, we assume that target arrival locations follow the normal distribution and conduct simulation experiments to compare the performance of several placement schemes in terms of mean residence time.

In Chapter 3, we consider a dynamic bionanosensor network for target tracking. In this type of bionanosensor network, autonomous mobile bionanosensors use repellents and attractants to detect and track a moving target. Bionanosensors release repellents to spread over the monitoring environment in search of targets, while they release attractants to gather around a target location. We develop a mathematical model to describe the spatio-temporal dynamics of bionanosensors, repellents, and attractants, and demonstrate through numerical experiments that the dynamic bionanosensor network is able to locate and track a moving target under varieties of settings.

In Chapter 4, we investigate through in silico experiments the feasibility of using bacteria as bionanosensors to form a dynamic bionanosensor network. A
bacterium is a microscale organism capable of sensing environmental conditions, producing chemical substances, and actively moving in the environment. Also, it can be genetically engineered to modify these functionalities. We first develop a mobility model of bacterium-based bionanosensors, and then evaluate the ability of bacterium-based bionanosensors to locate and track moving targets. Simulation results demonstrate that a group of bacterium-based bionanosensors is able to track a moving target when the combined use of attractants and repellents is employed, indicating that bacteria are promising materials to implement bionanosensors for target tracking.

Finally, Chapter 5 discusses future research challenges to conclude this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Recent decades have witnessed remarkable progress in research and development of bionanosensors, nano-to-microscale devices made of biomaterials. A bionanosensor implements a set of simple functionalities to manipulate molecules in the environment. Examples of bionanosensors include nanoscale molecular complexes such as DNA molecules designed to perform logical operations [12] and motor proteins reconstructed to transport molecules in an engineered environment [30]. Examples of bionanosensors also include micro-scale, genetically engineered cells that are capable of simple tasks such as sensing biochemical conditions of the environment [75].

Since bionanosensors are made of biomaterials and operate based on chemical energy, applications in biomedical domains are highly anticipated. Due to their small size, however, individual bionanosensors are limited in operational ranges and functionalities; bionanosensors need to form a network to cover larger areas and to perform complex functionalities for target applications. This gives birth to a new interdisciplinary research area, called bionanosensor networks [1,3,8,56].

The area of bionanosensor networks aims at establishing methodologies to form robust and functional networks from spatially distributed bionanosensors.
It also aims at developing innovative applications of such networks that are not readily realizable with existing network technologies (e.g., wireless communication technologies). Envisioned applications of bionanosensor networks include (1) targeted drug delivery where bionanosensors storing drug molecules cooperatively spread in the human body to locate disease sites and deliver drug molecules to disease sites, (2) immune system support where bionanosensors communicate location information of foreign agents and cooperatively track and attack foreign agents, and (3) tissue engineering where bionanosensors coordinately distribute over a cellular environment and control developmental processes to form a desired tissue structure.

1.2 Research Challenges and Objectives

Bionanosensor networks are expected to face several challenges that are encountered in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) such as placement of sensor nodes and algorithm design to coordinate the behavior of sensor nodes. Existing techniques and algorithms for WSNs may apply to address such challenges in bionanosensor networks, however, new constraints need to be considered. First, approaches for bionanosensor networks need to be biologically implementable and compatible with bionanosensor design. Second, it is crucial to consider the noise effect on the behavior of bionanosensors and their network, since bionanosensor networks are deployed in a small-scale aqueous environment. Third, interactions among bionanosensors and the environment are based on physical contact and chemical reactions, requiring the need of new computational or mathematical models to design such networks.

Under the aforementioned constraints, in this thesis, we consider two major classes of nanomedical applications of bionanosensor networks: target detection and target tracking. Target detection is a functionality of bionanosensor networks to detect a target in a given environment, while target tracking is another functionality to detect targets and track targets as they move. In nanomedical applications,
targets can be disease sites, pathogens, infectious micro-organisms, or biochemical weapons that represent potential threat to the environment, and timely detection of targets and tracking of targets are important to provide immediate treatments or further analysis of the environment. Further, in this thesis, we consider two types of bionanosensor networks: static and dynamic. A static bionanosensor network consists of bionanosensors that are immobilized to perform application functionality, while a dynamic bionanosensor network consists of bionanosensors that autonomously move in the environment to perform application functionality.

1.3 Architecture of Bionanosensor Networks

Fig. 1.1 shows a reference architecture of bionanosensor networks considered in this thesis. The key components include the monitoring environment, targets, bionanosensors, and external devices. In the following subsections, we define these components, describe our assumptions, and give some examples for each of these components.

1.3.1 Monitoring Environment

The monitoring environment is where bionanosensor networks are deployed for target detection and tracking. It is typically a nano-to-micro scale and aqueous environment. It may contain molecules and energy sources for bionanosensor networks to operate. It may also contain noise sources such as thermal noise and molecules that may interfere with the operation of bionanosensor networks. An example of the monitoring environment is the internal environment of the human body.

1.3.2 Targets

Targets are biochemical objects that appear in the monitoring environment. Targets perform particular motion in the environment. For instance, they may move
randomly due to the thermal noise in the environment; they may also move directionally by using chemical energy or by following the flow (e.g., blood flow) in the environment. Targets are chemically identifiable. For instance, targets may express specific proteins on their surface, and bionanosensors may physically contact with the surface receptors of targets to identify the targets. Targets may also secrete biomarkers, indicating the presence of the targets, and bionanosensors in the vicinity of targets may use receptors for the biomarkers to learn the presence of the targets. Examples of targets include pathogens, infectious micro-organisms, or chemical weapons.

1.3.3 Bionanosensors

A bionanosensor is defined based on three criteria: material, size and functionality [51, 56, 61]. A bionanosensor is composed of biomaterials (e.g., proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, biological cells) with or without non-biomaterials (e.g., magnetic particles and gold nanorods). The size of a bionanosensor ranges from the
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size of a macromolecule to that of a biological cells (i.e., dimensions of 1 – 100 nm). A bionanosensor implements a set of simple functionalities to manipulate molecules, such as detecting, modifying and releasing molecules. Examples of bionanosensors include:

- DNA sequences capable of detecting a complementary or partially complementary DNA sequence in the environment and cutting and releasing a segment of the detected DNA sequence using enzymes [12],

- Protein motors capable of binding to a specific type of molecules, moving along protein filaments carrying the molecules, and unbinding the molecules when certain environmental conditions are met [30],

- Liposomes capable of storing and releasing certain types of molecules [83] (Fig. 1.2 (a)),

- Single cell organisms and genetically engineered cells capable of actively moving in the environment [90], performing logical operations [87], or detecting a range of concentration of a certain type of molecules in the environment [11] (Fig. 1.2 (b)), and

- Biological cells surface-coated with non-biological materials (e.g., magnetic particles and gold nanorods) to perform non-cell-native functions (e.g., absorbing mercury) [28].

1.3.4 External Devices

An external device is a micro or larger scale conventional device that replies on “traditional” signals such as electrical and optical signals that are not directly compatible with chemical signals used by bionanosensors. An external device may be made from materials that are not compatible with the monitoring environment, and may be orders of magnitude larger than bionanosensors. An external device
functions as a gateway that interconnects a bionanosensor network with external networks such as body area networks [3,10]. Examples of external devices include implantable medical devices [41].

1.4 Related Work

1.4.1 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)

The area of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) leverages data collected from spatially distributed sensors for monitoring, analyzing and controlling environments such as battle fields, chemical factories, and ocean environments [38]. A variety of design strategies are developed to improve performance of WSNs [93], such as coverage (how well the area of interest is monitored by sensors), network connectivity (how efficiently or robustly sensors can relay data to the neighboring sensors and base stations), lifetime longevity (how long time a WSN can be managed guaranteeing some requirements, such as coverage and network connecc-
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...ivity), and data fidelity (how precise and reliable the sensed data in the area of interest).

One of the killer applications of WSNs is target detection and tracking, which involves detecting targets (e.g., animals) entering a monitoring area, estimating their positions, and notifying sink nodes (i.e., data collection points) of their positions as they move [38]. Types of sensor networks for such applications can be either static or dynamic. In a static sensor network [42], for example, static sensors are hierarchically organized in order to relay location information about targets along the hierarchy toward its root node. In other examples of static sensor networks [89, 94], statically deployed sensors are activated or deactivated dynamically to track moving targets in an energy efficient manner. On the other hand, in dynamic sensor networks, mobile sensors move to detect and track moving targets [76, 95]. Such dynamic sensor networks may utilize a controller node to navigate mobile sensors [88], or they are fully decentralized and self-organized to detect and track moving targets [44].

Bionanosensor networks considered in this thesis are expected to face several challenges that are being addressed in the area of WSNs such as placement of sensor nodes, mechanisms to coordinate the behavior of sensor nodes, and routing and processing of sensor readings [79]. Existing techniques and algorithms in WSNs may apply to address issues in bionanosensor networks, however, new constraints need to be considered in designing solutions to bionanosensor networks (Section 1.2).

1.4.2 Molecular Communication and Nanonetworks

The area of molecular communication and nanonetworks employs communication engineering approaches to investigate the use of molecules as the basis for communication among microscale or nanoscale bionanosensors [2, 34, 56]. In its simplest form, molecular communication consists of encoding, in which sender encodes information onto molecules, sending in which sender emits information-encoded molecules into the environment, propagation in which the environment...
propagates information-encoded molecules, *receiving* in which receiver captures information-encoded molecules, and *decoding* in which receiver induces biochemical reactions.

Major efforts in this area are focused on physical layer issues of various types of molecular communication media. In these efforts, information capacity and physical characteristics (e.g., delay, signal attenuation, amplification, and energy requirements) of molecular communication are studied, whose communication mechanisms fall into random walk [24, 50, 59], random walk with drift [37, 80], diffusion-based [6, 7, 45, 73, 74], diffusion-reaction-based [55, 60], active transport [25, 50], and a collision-based [32]. In addition, recent efforts address higher layer and other important issues in molecular communication, such as a beacon coordinate system [47], diffusion-based mechanisms of synchronization [48], distance measurement protocols [49], and a routing system [20].

Unlike these efforts, in this thesis, we perform application oriented studies of molecular communication and nanonetworks, in which bionanosensors form a network to detect and track moving targets. At the time of writing this thesis, application oriented studies in this area are limited to [15, 85, 86], in which a group of bacteria coordinately achieves a high spatial occupancy in a biological environment (e.g., inside the human body) for nanomedical applications.

### 1.4.3 Drug Delivery Systems

The area of drug delivery systems (DDS) pursues efficient methods of drug administration considering the pharmaceutical aspects related to the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME). Absorption is the process of drug entry to the blood circulation after the drug administration, distribution is the dissemination of drug to the tissues or cells of the body, metabolism is the chemical transformations of drug, and excretion is the elimination of drug from the body. Research efforts in this area are carried out to embody drug carriers that can be targeted to disease sites in the human body and that can release drug molecules only at disease sites, in order to reduce the risk of side effects on non-disease sites.
Two key functionalities in DDS are spatial control of drug carriers and temporal control of drug release.

Spatial control of drug carriers is to deliver drug carriers to disease sites, aiming at increasing the level (concentration) of drug molecules only around the disease sites while decreasing the level around other sites, thereby reducing the risk of side effects. There are two types of methodologies for the spatial control of drug carriers: active and passive targeting. Active targeting takes advantages of specific interactions between targets and drug carriers based on chemical or physical properties. For example, active targeting uses ligands attached to drug carriers that selectively bind with specific receptors expressed on the membrane surface of targets. Passive targeting makes use of passive phenomena resulting from anatomical or physiological properties. For example, passive targeting uses the blood flow that can deliver drug carriers in a weight-dependent manner, so that drug carriers are accumulated in target organs and tissues such as the kidney and cancerous tissues [46].

Temporal control of drug release is to release drug molecules only when needed, aiming at regulating drug molecule level in accordance with chemical or physical signals. There are two types of signals that function as triggers for temporal control of drug release: chemical and physical properties specific to disease sites (e.g., concentration of glucose [39], temperature [91], pH level [9]) and physical stimulus artificially and externally applied (e.g., heat [33], light [36], magnetic field [19], microwave).

Bionanosensor networks considered in this thesis have potential to advance the area of DDS. Bionanosensors in bionanosensor networks may store drug molecules, coordinate their behavior to detect and track targets, and release drug molecules.

1.4.4 Systems/Synthetic Biology

The area of systems biology uses computational and mathematical tools for the understanding of biological systems as a system. The common approach employed in this area is to develop mathematical models of biological systems and math-
ematically analyze the robustness of biological systems [5]. Another approach developed in this area is to define the architecture and protocols for biological systems to operate. In [23], for example, a graph-theoretic approach is applied to identify the common organizational architecture in biological systems.

The area of synthetic biology aims at designing and constructing biological systems for useful purposes. Examples of synthetic biological systems demonstrated in this area include a logic operation system that performs basic logic operations [87], a cell density control system that maintains a certain level of population [92], and a pattern-forming system that produces various patterns of cell differentiation [11].

Knowledge and techniques developed in these two areas of biology are highly useful for our studies of bionanosensor networks. Computational and mathematical tools in systems biology can be used to design bionanosensor networks, and engineering techniques in synthetic biology can be used to implement bionanosensor networks from biological materials.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes static bionanosensor networks for target detection, which is based on our work published in [57, 63, 64, 65, 70]. Chapter 3 describes dynamic bionanosensor networks for target tracking, which is based on our work published in [58, 67, 69]. Chapter 4 describes bacterium-based bionanosensor networks for target tracking, which is based on our work published in [52, 66, 68, 71]. Finally, Chapter 5 describes future work to conclude this thesis.

In the following, we give an overview of our contributions in each chapter (Chapters 2 to 4).
1.5. THESIS ORGANIZATION

1.5.1 Static Bionanosensor Networks for Target Detection

In Chapter 2, we consider a static bionanosensor network for target detection application. In this type of bionanosensor network, bionanosensors are statically placed in the monitoring environment to detect targets that randomly walk in the environment. We formulate the target detection problem as an optimization problem to find a spatial distribution of bionanosensors that can minimize mean residence time of targets. We then mathematically analyze the problem under the condition that target arrival locations follow the uniform distribution: for one-dimensional environment, we find the optimal solution, and for $n$-dimensional environment ($n \geq 2$), we provide the lower bound expression. Furthermore, in a two-dimensional environment, where analytical approaches are not available, we assume that target arrival locations follow the normal distribution and conduct simulation experiments to compare the performance of several placement schemes in terms of mean residence time.

1.5.2 Dynamic Bionanosensor Networks for Target Tracking

In Chapter 3, we consider a dynamic bionanosensor network for target tracking application. In this type of bionanosensor network, autonomous mobile bionanosensors use repellents and attractants to detect and track a moving target. Bionanosensors release repellents to spread over the monitoring environment in search of targets, while they release attractants to gather around a target location. We use a set of partial differential equations to describe the spatial-temporal dynamics of the concentrations of bionanosensors. We then numerically integrate the set of partial differential equations to demonstrate the ability of the dynamic bionanosensor network to locate and track targets under varieties of settings.
1.5.3 Bacterium-based Bionanosensor Networks for Target Tracking

In Chapter 4, we investigate through in silico experiments the feasibility of using bacteria as bionanosensors to form a dynamic bionanosensor network. A bacterium is a microscale organism capable of sensing environmental conditions, producing chemical substances, and actively moving in the environment. Also, it can be genetically engineered to modify these functionalities. We first develop a mobility model of bacterium-based bionanosensors, and then evaluate the ability of bacterium-based bionanosensors to locate and track moving targets. Simulation results demonstrate that a group of bacterium-based bionanosensors is able to track a moving target when the combined use of attractants and repellents is employed, indicating that bacteria are promising materials to implement bionanosensors for target tracking.
Chapter 2

Static Bionanosensor Networks for Target Detection

2.1 Overview

In this chapter, we consider a static bionanosensor network for target detection application. A bionanosensor network considered in this chapter is static in that bionanosensors are immobilized in the environment for detecting targets. The target detection problem is a primary concern in bionanosensor networks for nanomedical applications, where bionanosensors placed deep inside the human body need to detect targets such as toxic substances, disease-indicating molecules, viruses, or pathogens. In such applications, only a limited number of bionanosensors are deployable due to possible side effects with the environment, and thus these bionanosensors need to be placed at appropriate locations to enable timely detection of targets.

Fig. 2.1 shows a model of the static bionanosensor network to be investigated in this chapter. Bionanosensors are statically placed in the monitoring environment where a single target arrives and propagates via Brownian motion. A bionanosensor detects the target through chemically reacting with the target. The specific task of the static bionanosensor network considered in this chapter is to
detect a target as early as possible (i.e., to minimize the mean residence time of targets). For more detail of these model components, see Section 1.3.

A bionanosensor network considered in this chapter is static in that bionanosensors are immobilized in the monitoring environment (e.g., they are bound to the surface of the environment). Here spatial distribution of bionanosensors is important for timely detection of targets. In this chapter, we consider three placement schemes that determines the special distribution of bionanosensors: random (RAND), proportional (PROP), and regular (REG). RAND places bionanosensors in random locations, PROP places bionanosensors in locations where target signals appear with higher probability, and REG places bionanosensors into a regular lattice pattern. These placement schemes may be implemented using an external device that generates an electric field [35] or a magnetic field [19] to control the spatial distribution of bionanosensors. These techniques possess the potential abil-
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Figure 2.2: Target detection process.

Fig. 2.2 illustrates how targets are detected by a static bionanosensor network. Here three targets are assumed to arrive at time 0 in a two-dimensional bounded area $100 \times 100$ containing 225 bionanosensors that are distributed in a reticular lattice. The three targets randomly walk in the area and are detected and removed by a bionanosensor. The $x$-axis represents time, and the $y$-axis the Euclidean distance to the closest bionanosensor. The amount of time from when a target appears in the environment to when it is detected by a bionanosensor, defined as the residence time in this chapter, is $t_1 = 14$, $t_2 = 41$, and $t_3 = 112$, respectively.
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Table 2.1: Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Dimension of system considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>Area in which targets can travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{sig}}$</td>
<td>Area in which targets arrive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{nm}}$</td>
<td>Area in which bionanosensors are placed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_T$</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Length in one dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Probability density function for target arrival locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Index set of bionanosensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_p$</td>
<td>Position vector of bionanosensor $p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{pj}$</td>
<td>$j$-th coordinate of bionanosensor $p$’s placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_S$</td>
<td>Placement matrix of a set of bionanosensors $S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w(x, X_S)$</td>
<td>Mean residence time for a target arriving at $x$ when bionanosensor placement is $X_S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>\cdot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we formulate the target detection problem as an optimization problem to minimize the mean residence time of targets. In Section 2.3, we mathematically analyze the mean residence time under specific conditions. In Section 2.4, we conduct simulation experiments to evaluate the bionanosensor placement approaches in terms of the mean residence time of targets under various scenarios. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 2.5.

2.2 Problem Formulation

Table 2.1 shows the notations used to describe the model throughout this chapter. A target arrives at a point $x \in A_{\text{sig}} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$, where $n$ is the dimension considered. The arrival point $X \in \mathbb{R}^n$ follows target arrival distribution $a : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$. $S = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, |S|\}$ represents a set of indices of bionanosensors, $x_p = (x_{p1}, x_{p2}, x_{p3}, \ldots, x_{pn})^T \in A_{\text{nm}} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$ represents the bionanosensor place-
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ment for $p \in S$, and $X_S = (x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_{|S|}) \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times |S|}$ represents a placement matrix of $S$. We assume that $A_{sig} = A_{nm} = [0, L]^n$.

A target arrives in the monitoring environment, travels via Brownian motion with the diffusion coefficient $D_T$, and is removed from the monitoring environment immediately after hitting a bionanosensor. The average amount of time that a target resides in the monitoring environment is called the mean residence time (MRT). MRT varies depending on the bionanosensor placement and therefore it is denoted as $MRT(X_S)$.

The goal of bionanosensor networks is to find the bionanosensor placement $X_S$ that minimizes MRT. This is formulated as an optimization problem as follows.

$$
\text{Minimize : } MRT(X_S) = \int_{[0,L]^n} a(x) \cdot w(x, X_S) dx
$$

s.t. $x_p \in [0, L]^n, p \in \{1, 2, 3, \cdots, |S|\}$

where $w(x, X_S)$ is the MRT for a target that arrives at $x$. Note that the residence time used in this chapter is often referred to as first passage time (FPT) [77]. The concept of FPT has been applied in nano-scale communication problems in [24, 80]. Briefly, in a one-dimensional unbounded interval $x \in (-\infty, d]$, where a target signal arrives at $x = 0$ at time $t = 0$ and randomly walks in the interval with the diffusion coefficient $D_T$, the probability density function (pdf) of the FPT for a target location $x = d$ is given by

$$
f(t; d) = \begin{cases} 
0 & (t = 0) \\
\frac{d}{\sqrt{4\pi D_T t}} \exp \left( -\frac{d^2}{4D_T t} \right) & (t > 0) 
\end{cases}
$$

(2.2)
The mean of FPT (mFPT) is infinity (i.e., \( \int_0^\infty tf(t)\,dt = \infty \)). In a one-dimensional bounded interval, the pdf of FPT is not given by a closed-form expression, but the mFPT is known and finite. In two or higher dimensional space with multiple target locations (i.e., multiple bionanosensors), neither mFPT nor the pdf is known [22]. A common approach to compute mFPT is through discrete space and time random walk simulation.

### 2.2.1 Mean Residence Time in One Dimension

In the one-dimensional case \((n = 1)\), the target arrival distribution \(a(x)\) in (2.1) follows one-dimensional normal distribution with \(x \in [0, L]\) (wrapped normal distribution):

\[
a(x) = N_X(\mu, \sigma^2) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} \exp\left(-\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) & x \in [0, L] \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{2.3}
\]

In the one-dimensional case, the mean residence time \(w(x, X_S)\) in (2.1) is given as a closed-form expression [77], and thus, MRT for given bionanosensor placement \(X_S\) can be analytically calculated as follows.

Let the one-dimensional interval \(A = [0, L]\) divided by bionanosensor locations into subintervals \(A_i = [x_{i-1}, x_i] (i = 1, 2, \cdots |S| + 1)\) and \(W_i(x)\) be the mean residence time of a target that arrives in \(A_i\): i.e., \(W_i(x) = w(x, (x_{i-1}, x_i))\) for \(x \in A_i (i = 1, 2, \cdots, |S| + 1)\) where \(x_0 = 0\) and \(x_{|S|+1} = L\). In the one-dimensional case, a target in interval \(i\) will hit a bionanosensor on an either end of the interval. In this case, MRT is derived by adding up the weighted mean residence time of targets that arrive in each interval. \(MRT(X_S)\) in (2.1) can be thus rewritten as follows.
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\[ MRT(X_S) = \sum_{i=1}^{\mid S \mid+1} \int_{x_{i-1}}^{x_i} a(x) \cdot W_i(x) \, dx \]  

(2.4)

where \( X_S = (x_1, x_2, x_3, \cdots, x_{\mid S \mid}) \in [0, L]^{\mid S \mid}, 0 \leq x_1 \leq x_2 \leq x_3 \leq \cdots \leq x_{\mid S \mid} \leq L. \)

Assuming that a target at \( x \) moves to either \( x - \delta \) or \( x + \delta \) with the equal probability after a short period of time \( \tau \), we have

\[ W_i(x) = \tau + \frac{1}{2} (W_i(x - \delta) + W_i(x + \delta)). \]  

(2.5)

(2.5) is rewritten as, by subtracting \( W_i(x) \) from both sides, and multiplying \( 2/\delta \),

\[ \Leftrightarrow \frac{2\tau}{\delta} + \frac{1}{\delta} (W_i(x - \delta) - W_i(x)) = 0, \]  

(2.6)

from the definition of partial derivative,

\[ \Leftrightarrow \frac{2\tau}{\delta} + \left[ \frac{\partial W_i(x)}{\partial x} \right]_x - \frac{\partial W_i(x)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x-\delta} = 0, \]  

(2.7)

and by multiplying \( 1/\delta \) and from the definition of partial derivative,

\[ \Leftrightarrow \frac{2\tau}{\delta} + \frac{1}{\delta} \left( \frac{\partial W_i(x)}{\partial x} \right|_x - \frac{\partial W_i(x)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x-\delta} \bigg) = 0 \]  

\[ \Leftrightarrow \frac{1}{D} + \frac{\partial^2 W_i(x)}{\partial x^2} = 0, \]  

(2.8)
where $2\tau/\delta^2 = 1/D$ is given by definition.

In solving (2.8), two cases for boundary conditions need to be considered: bionanosensors are placed on (A) both ends ($x = x_{i-1}$ and $x = x_i$), or (B) either end ($x = x_{i-1}$ or $x = x_i$). In (A), i.e., $i = 2, 3, \ldots, M$, we have

$$W_i(x_{i-1}) = W_i(x_i) = 0,$$

leading to

$$W_i(x) = \frac{1}{2D} \left\{ (x_i - x_{i-1})(x - x_{i-1}) - (x - x_{i-1})^2 \right\}. \tag{2.10}$$

In (B) with a bionanosensor on $x = x_i$, i.e., $i = 1$, we have

$$\frac{\partial W_1(x)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=0} = 0, \quad W_i(x_1) = 0,$$

leading to

$$W_1(x) = \frac{1}{2D} \left\{ (x_1 - x_0)^2 - (x - x_0)^2 \right\}. \tag{2.12}$$

Similarly, when $i = M + 1$, we have

$$W_{M+1}(x) = \frac{1}{2D} \left\{ (x_{M+1} - x_M)^2 - (x_{M+1} - x)^2 \right\}. \tag{2.13}$$

With (2.3), (2.4), (2.10), (2.12), and (2.13), the MRT for a given bionanosensor placement can be analytically computed.
2.2.2 Mean Residence Time in Higher Dimensions

In a higher dimensional case, for example, in a two-dimensional case \((n = 2)\), the target arrival distribution \(a(x)\) in (2.1) follows two-dimensional normal distribution:

\[
a((x, y)^T) = \begin{cases} 
N_X(\mu, \sigma^2) \cdot N_Y(\mu, \sigma^2) & (x, y \in [0, L]) \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (2.14)
\]

where \(N_X(\mu, \sigma^2)\) and \(N_Y(\mu, \sigma^2)\) are normal distribution in a one-dimensional interval. In this case, the mean residence time \(w(x, X_S)\) in (2.1) is not known as a closed-form expression \([22]\), and thus the MRT cannot be given as a closed-form function of bionanosensor locations. To compute MRT, discrete time and space random walk simulation needs to be performed (see Section 2.4).

2.3 Analysis of Mean Residence Time

In this section, we assume that the variance \(\sigma^2\) of target arrival distribution \(g\) is sufficiently large so that \(g\) is written as uniform distribution. Under this assumption, we describe an expression of the MRT or the lower bound of the MRT to show the impact of the two model parameters: the scale of the environment \(L\) and the number of bionanosensors \(N_b = |S|\) on the MRT.

2.3.1 Mean Residence Time in One Dimension

For one dimension, assuming that \(n = 1\) and \(a(x) = U(0, L)\), (2.4) can be rewritten as follows.

Minimize:

\[
\frac{1}{12D_T L} \left\{ 4(x_1 - x_0)^3 + \sum_{i=2}^{\left|S\right|} (x_i - x_{i-1})^3 + 4(L - x_{\left|S\right|})^3 \right\} \quad (2.15)
\]
The optimal bionanosensor placement or the solution to (2.16) is uniquely found from the first derivative test: i.e.,

\[
\frac{\partial w(x, X_S)}{\partial x_1} = -3(x_2 - 3x_1)(x_2 + x_1) \\
\frac{\partial w(x, X_S)}{\partial x_i} = -3(x_{i+1} - x_{i-1})(x_{i+1} + x_{i-1} - 2x_i) \\
\frac{\partial w(x, X_S)}{\partial x_{|S|}} = -3(x_{|S|} - x_{|S|-1} - 2L) \\
    \times (3x_{|S|} - x_{|S|-1} - 2L)
\]

from which, we have

\[
x^*_i = \frac{2i - 1}{2|S|} L.
\]

By substituting (2.20) in (2.16), the mean residence time achieved by the optimal placement is given as

\[
\min(MRT(X_S)) = \frac{L^2}{12D_T|S|^2}.
\]

### 2.3.2 Mean Residence Time in Higher Dimensions

For higher dimensions, a closed form expression of the mean residence time is not known [22]. However, a lower bound expression has been proposed for discrete space and time random walk on finite lattices [21]. By applying the known equation to an \(n\)-dimensional regular lattice space, we have
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\[ \inf(MRT(X_S)) = \left( \frac{nV}{U} - \frac{1}{2} \right) \tau, \quad (2.22) \]

\[ = \left[ n \left( \frac{L}{\delta} \right)^n - |S|^* \right] - \frac{1}{2} \tau, \quad (2.23) \]

where \( V \) is the number of sites that are not occupied with bionanosensors (and thus where a target moves), \( |S|^* \) the number of sites occupied with bionanosensors (i.e., \( V = \left( \frac{L}{\delta} \right)^n - |S|^* \)), \( U \) the number of lines crossing the boundary between an unoccupied site and an occupied site, and \( \tau (= \frac{\delta^2}{2D_T}) \) the time step length.

Fig. 2.3, for example, shows a two-dimensional regular lattice area \((n = 2)\). A filled circle represents a site occupied with a bionanosensor, an open circle an unoccupied site, and a dashed line the boundary between an unoccupied site and an occupied site. A cross is placed on a line crossing a boundary. The area is surrounded by reflective walls. In this case, \( |S|^* = 4, V = 12 \), and \( U = 13 \).
2.4 Simulation Experiments

In a two dimensional environment, neither mFPT nor the pdf of FPT is known [22], and thus analytical solutions to the placement problem are not available. In this section, therefore, we perform discrete space and time random walk simulation to compute the mean residence time of several bionanosensor placements in two-dimensional environment.

2.4.1 Bionanosensor Placement Approaches

The three approaches are used to distribute bionanosensors (i.e., RAND, PROP, REG) as briefly described in Section 2.1. The three approaches determine the placement of bionanosensors \( X_S \) and MRT for a particular bionanosensor placement can then be computed analytically for the one-dimensional case (see Section 2.3) or through simulation for the two-dimensional case.

The three approaches are formally described as follows:

- **Random placement (RAND)**: bionanosensors are placed randomly over \([0, L]^n\). For each bionanosensor in \( S \), a site is randomly selected from \([0, L]^n\) following uniform distribution, and the bionanosensor is placed on the site.

- **Proportional placement (PROP)**: bionanosensors are placed based on target arrival distribution. For each bionanosensor in \( S \), a site is selected from \([0, L]^n\) following the target arrival distribution, and the bionanosensor is placed on the site.

- **Regular placement (REG)**: bionanosensors are placed with an equal interval on \([0, L]^n\) where the distance between two immediate bionanosensors is \( L/\sqrt{|S|} \), and the distance between a bionanosensor on the edge and the area boundary is \( L/2\sqrt{|S|} \).

Finding the optimal bionanosensor placement is computationally difficult. An exhaustive search needs to explore the solution space of \( O(L^n \times |S|) \) given the num-
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Algorithm 1 Greedy bionanosensor placement

1: for all \( m \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, |S|\} \) do
2: \( \text{MinMRT} := \text{MRT for the current bionanosensor location} \)
3: for all \( n \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, m\} \) do
4: \( x_{(m)} := x_{(m-1)} \)
5: end for
6: \( x_n := x \)
7: Find \( x = x^* \) that minimizes MRT.
8: \( \text{NewMRT} := \text{MRT for new bionanosensor location} \)
9: if \( \text{NewMRT} < \text{MinMRT} \) then
10: \( \text{MinMRT} := \text{NewMRT} \)
11: \( x_1^* := x_1^{(m)}, x_2^* := x_2^{(m)}, \ldots, x_m^* := x_m^{(m)} \)
12: end if
13: end for
14: \( x_1^{(m)} := x_1^*, x_2^{(m)} := x_2^*, \ldots, x_m^{(m)} := x_m^* \)
15: end for

ber of bionanosensors \(|S|\). We thus use a simple heuristic, greedy placement (GRD), to obtain a candidate solution from the reduced search space of \(O(|S| L^n)\):

- \textit{Greedy placement (GRD)}: a bionanosensor is iteratively and optimally placed one by one until the number of bionanosensors reaches a given \(|S|\). \textbf{Algorithm 1} shows a pseudo-code for the greedy placement.

Note that GRD is introduced for a comparison purpose and is used to evaluate MRT of the three approaches.

2.4.2 Simulation Model and Configurations

Simulation experiments are conducted to compare MRT of the four approaches: RAND, PROP, REG, and GRD. In the one-dimensional case, MRT can be analytically obtained when a placement is given (see Section 2.3). In the two-dimensional case, analytical calculation is not possible, and thus we conduct simulation experiments to calculate MRT. In simulation experiments, we discretize
the space and time for simulating Brownian motion of the target. At time \( t = 0 \) a target arrives on a lattice, following the target arrival distributions \( a(x) \) in (2.3). At each time step, the target randomly chooses one of \( 2^n \) directions which are parallel to each axis to both positive and negative directions. The target moves to the adjacent lattice in the direction. When the target hits the boundary, the target steps back toward the opposite direction. Each simulation run records the number of time steps necessary for a target to first reach a site occupied with a bionanosensor. The MRT of a particular bionanosensor placement is then estimated based on the residence time obtained from 10000 simulation runs. We use arbitrary chosen default parameter values (\( L = 100 \), \( |S| = 100 \), \( \mu = 50 \), and \( \sigma = 50/3 \)) and examine the impact of these parameter values on MRT.

### 2.4.3 Simulation Results

#### 2.4.3.1 Impact of Number of Bionanosensors

First, we examine the impact of the number of bionanosensors on MRT. In this simulation, the number of bionanosensors is varied from 1 to 100. Fig. 2.4 shows MRT as a function of the number of bionanosensors for the four bionanosensor placement approaches in the two-dimensional case. The figure shows that MRT decreases exponentially as the number of bionanosensors increases in all the four approaches. The figure also shows that REG is comparable to GRD and outperforms PROP and RAND, representing a typical case under variates of conditions tested. In the one-dimensional case, MRT is roughly 1/100 in the two-dimensional case, corresponding with the ratio of the number of sites that a target can move.

#### 2.4.3.2 Impact of Target Arrival Distribution

The bionanosensor placement by PROP is affected by the target arrival distribution. To examine the impact of the target arrival distribution, we vary the standard deviation \( \sigma \) of \( a(x) \) ((2.3) or (2.14)) from 0.1 to 1. The simulation results obtained
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Figure 2.4: Mean residence time as a function of the number of bionanosensors in two dimension. $\sigma = 50/3$.

...from the two-dimensional case are shown in Fig. 2.5 where MRT is plotted as a function of the standard deviation $\sigma$, showing that:

- PROP performs best with small $\sigma$ where target arrival locations are highly skewed and concentrated around the center of the area. In this case, PROP distributes bionanosensors densely around the center to reduce MRT, while a target that arrives around the edges or a target that escapes from the center to the edges takes a very long journey to hit a bionanosensor, which leads to a large variance in MRT ($3.72 \times 10^6$ when $\sigma = 0.1$). PROP increases MRT sharply and approaches RAND with large $\sigma$ where the target arrival distribution approaches uniform distribution. In this case, PROP places bionanosensors more randomly becoming similar to RAND.

- REG achieves constant MRT with small variance (within $1.68 \times 10^2$ to $1.74 \times 10^2$ when $\sigma$ varied) regardless of $\sigma$. When $\sigma$ is large ($> 0.5$), REG outperforms PROP and becomes comparable to GRD. Since REG places
bionanosensors uniformly covering the entire environment, the arrival locations don’t have much impact on MRT.

When \( \sigma \) is large (e.g., \( \sigma \geq 100 \)), the target arrival distribution can be approximated as a uniform distribution. MRT achieved by REG is 164.76 when \( \sigma = 100 \), and 167.35 when \( \sigma = 200 \) while the lower bound calculated from (2.23) is 49.

### 2.4.3.3 Impact of Stochastic Sensing

In a small scale system with a limited number of molecules, the chemical reaction is influenced by the noise to be a stochastic process [29]. To examine the impact of noise in bionanosensor’s sensing capability on MRT, we introduce the reaction probability, \( q \). Under this scenario, a bionanosensor reacts with or detects a target with \( q \) when the target moves to a site occupied with the bionanosensor, and with \( 1 - q \), the target is not detected.

Fig. 2.6 shows MRT as a function of reaction probability in two dimensions.
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Figure 2.6: Mean residence time as a function of reaction probability in two dimension.

The figure shows that MRT exponentially decreases as $q$ increases. The figure also shows that REG outperforms RAND and PROP, and is comparable to GRD as observed in the previous two cases.

2.4.3.4 Impact of Random Bionanosensor Failure

Bionanosensors are placed in an unpredictable environment and are always subject to unknown chemical compounds and mechanical stress. As a result, bionanosensors may fail or lose the sensing capability. In this scenario, unknown factors causing bionanosensor failure are uniformly distributed in the environment and bionanosensors fail at random. Under this assumption, we first use RAND, PROP, REG, or GRD to determine bionanosensor placement $X_S$ and then repeatedly delete a randomly selected bionanosensor from $X_S$ to measure MRT. Note that bionanosensors are not relocated after each bionanosensor failure, indicating that bionanosensor placement may no longer conform to the original placement.

Fig. 2.7 shows the impact of random bionanosensor failure on MRT in two
dimensions. The figure shows that MRT increases in a similar manner in all the four approaches as the number of bionanosensors deleted increases. This is observed under other scenarios considering bionanosensor failure to be presented in the rest of the section. The figure also shows that REG outperforms PROP and RAND as observed in all the previous cases (Figs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6). Moreover, the figure shows that REG increases MRT more rapidly than PROP and RAND, indicating that REG is the most impacted by random bionanosensor deletion. The increase of MRT relative to the MRT without bionanosensor deletion is 1.49 (REG), 1.33 (PROP), 1.34 (RAND) at 40% of bionanosensor failure, and 2.90 (REG), 2.26 (PROP), 2.36 (RAND) at 80% of bionanosensor failure. This is due to the fact that PROP and RAND place bionanosensors redundantly at the same site or nearby sites (e.g., around the center in the case of PROP (see the placements when 40% of bionanosensors fail in Fig. 2.7)), and more bionanosensors are removed from an area occupied with a larger number of bionanosensors because bionanosensors are removed at random (see the placements when 80% of bionanosensors fail in Fig. 2.7). The MRT of RAND and PROP is therefore not

Figure 2.7: Impact of random bionanosensor failure on the mean residence time.
Figure 2.8: Impact of bionanosensor failure by target arrival distribution on the mean residence time. $\sigma = 50/3$ and $|S| = 100$.

affected as much by random bionanosensor failure.

### 2.4.3.5 Impact of Bionanosensor Failure by Target Arrival Distribution

Bionanosensors may also lose the sensing capability for targets after detecting the targets through the mechanism called adaptation. For instance, many biological cells become insensitive to chemical signals after exposed to the chemical signals through the receptor inactivation, sequestration, or down-regulation [4]. To examine the impact of bionanosensor adaptation on MRT, we first use one of the four placement approaches to determine bionanosensor placement $X_S$, and then (1) select a target arrival site from the monitoring environment $[0, L]^n$ following the target arrival distribution, (2) delete the bionanosensor closest to the site from $X_S$, assuming that the bionanosensor detects the target and becomes insensitive, and (3) measure MRT. Similar to the previous case, we repeatedly apply (1)-(3) to examine the impact of the number of bionanosensors that become adapted to the targets.
Fig. 2.8 shows the impact of the bionanosensor adaptation on MRT for the four approaches applied to the two dimensions ($\sigma = 50/3$ and $|S| = 100$). The figure shows that PROP is the most robust against bionanosensor adaptation and achieves the smallest MRT. This is because bionanosensors are densely located around the target arrival sites, and the deletion of bionanosensors around the target arrival sites has the smallest impact on MRT (compare the difference in placements by PROP between 40% and 80% of bionanosensors fail in Fig. 2.8). In other three approaches (i.e., RAND, REG, GRD), bionanosensors around the target arrival sites become sparse as more bionanosensors become insensitive, resulting in a large increase in MRT (compare the differences in placements by RAND, REG, and GRD, between 40% and 80% of bionanosensors fail in Fig. 2.8).

2.4.3.6 Impact of Bionanosensor Failure at Random Locations

Bionanosensors may also lose the sensing capability by reacting to inhibitory signals that appear in the monitoring environment, propagate, and bind to the bionanosensors. We assume that inhibitory signals arrive at random locations, and examine the impact on MRT for the four placement approaches. Given particular bionanosensor placement $X_S$, we (1) randomly select a site from the monitoring environment $[0, L]^n$ where an inhibitory signal appears, (2) delete the bionanosensor closest to the site, assuming that the inhibitory signal binds to the bionanosensor, and (3) measure MRT. (1)-(3) are repeated to examine the impact of inhibitory signals as in the previous scenario.

Fig. 2.9 shows the impact of inhibitory signals on MRT of the four approaches in two dimension ($\sigma = 50/3$ and $|S| = 100$). The figure shows that REG is the most robust against inhibitory signals and PROP is the most vulnerable. Under this scenario, the sparse areas become more sparse as more bionanosensors are removed. The bionanosensor distribution in REG is initially uniform which slowly increases MRT, while that in PROP is biased and rapidly increases MRT (compare the differences in placements when 40% and 80% of bionanosensors fail in Fig. 2.9).
2.5. SUMMARY

In this chapter, we designed, modeled and evaluated the performance of a static bionanosensor network for target detecting. In the static bionanosensor network considered in this chapter, bionanosensors are placed in the environment to detect targets that randomly walk in the environment. We formulated the target detection problem as an optimization problem to find a spatial distribution of bionanosensors that can minimize mean residence time of targets (i.e., the amount of time from when a target appears in the environment to when it is detected by a bionanosensor). We then mathematically analyzed the problem under the condition that target arrival locations follow the uniform distribution: for one-dimensional environment, we found the optimal solution, and for \( n \)-dimensional environment (\( n \geq 2 \)), we provided the lower bound expression. Furthermore, in a two-dimensional environment, where analytical approaches are not available, we assumed that target arrival locations follow the normal distribution and conducted
simulation experiments to compare the performance of several placement schemes (i.e., REG, RAND, and PROP) in terms of mean residence time.

Key results and findings described in this chapter are summarized below:

- When target arrival locations are uniformly distributed in a one-dimensional environment, placing bionanosensors at a constant spatial interval (i.e., REG) provides the optimal solution that can minimize mean residence time (Subsection 2.3.1). In more general cases, where target arrival locations are uniformly distributed in an $n$-dimensional environment ($n \geq 2$), finding optimal placement is intractable. For such cases, we provided the lower bound expression of mean residence time using key parameters such as the number of bionanosensors and the size of the environment (Subsection 2.3.2).

- When target arrival locations are normally distributed, mean residence time is highly affected by the deviation of the target arrival distribution function (Subsection 2.4.3). When the deviation is small, PROP performs best; however, when the deviation is large, REG outperforms PROP. When target arrival locations are not clearly known, i.e., normally distributed with a high deviation ($> 0.5$), REG is the best placement scheme out of the three placement schemes examined in this chapter (i.e., REG, PROP, and RAND). Additional simulation experiments however reveal that REG is vulnerable to a scenario where bionanosensors fail according to the target arrival distribution function while PROP is robust to such a scenario.

Our future work in static bionanosensor networks includes modeling complex network environments such as carbon nanotube networks [18] and microtubule networks [27] that affect how targets propagate in their environments. Our future work also includes modeling targets with more complex behavior such as viruses and bacteria that may grow, divide, and evolve while they migrate.
Chapter 3

Dynamic Bionanosensor Networks for Target Tracking

3.1 Overview

In this chapter, we consider a dynamic bionanosensor network for target tracking application. A bionanosensor network considered in this chapter consists of autonomous mobile bionanosensors. The dynamic bionanosensor network that exploits the mobility of bionanosensors has potential not only for quickly detecting targets, but also for tracking moving targets. The target tracking problem described in this chapter may apply to advanced targeted drug delivery, where sustained drug release is required for moving targets (e.g., pathogens, infectious micro-organisms, or chemical weapons). In such applications, bionanosensors storing drug molecules need to locate targets and keep track of targets as they move.

Fig. 3.1 shows a model of the dynamic bionanosensor network to be investigated in this chapter. Bionanosensors that constitute the dynamic bionanosensor network autonomously migrate in the monitoring environment. A target arrives and propagates in the monitoring environment. The specific task for the bionanosensors is to cooperatively locate a target and track the target as it moves.
For more detail of these model components, see Section 1.3.

A bionanosensor network considered in this chapter is dynamic in that bionanosensors autonomously move in the environment. In such a network, bionanosensors need to coordinate their movement to efficiently locate and detect targets. In this chapter, we consider that bionanosensors use two types of signaling molecules to coordinate their movement: repellents and attractants. In search of a target, bionanosensors release repellents to quickly spread over the environment; the released repellents form the concentration gradient in the environment, bionanosensors move toward lower concentrations of repellents and therefore they move away from each other to help their search processes. Upon detecting a target, they release attractants to recruit other bionanosensors in the environment toward the target location; the released attractants also form the concentration gradient in the environment, and bionanosensors move toward higher concentrations of
3.2. **PDE-BASED MODEL**

In the bionanosensor networks, a set of bionanosensors collectively moves through *simple* interactions with repellents and attractants. Simplicity is a key requirement in bionanosensor design in general. With this point in mind, we design a bionanosensor that emits attractants and repellents as follows.

- A bionanosensor continuously emits repellents.
- A bionanosensor emits attractants only when it detects the target, i.e., bionanosensor stays at the target site.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we model dynamic bionanosensor networks for target tracking using a set of partial differential equations (PDEs). In Section 3.3, we conduct numerical experiments to understand how parameters for interactions among bionanosensors impact on the target tracking performance. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 3.4.
The mobility of a given bionanosensor is affected by the concentrations (i.e.,
density of molecules) and concentration gradients of attractants and repellents
at its location. Following the classical model of bacterial chemotaxis [40], we assume that a bionanosensor is able to sense concentrations and concentration gradients of repellents and attractants at its location, and changes its moving direction toward a lower concentration of repellents and/or a higher concentration of attractants.

The model shown in this section describes the rates of changes in concentrations of bionanosensors, attractants and repellents, respectively denoted as \( C_b \), \( C_a \), and \( C_r \). In this section, we describe a two-dimensional model and thus \( C_b (= C_b(x, y, t)) \), \( C_a (= C_a(x, y, t)) \) and \( C_r (= C_r(x, y, t)) \). Note that the model can be easily extended to one-dimension [67] or three-dimension as needed.

The objective is to maximize the concentration of bionanosensors at the target location.

\[
\text{Maximize : } C_b(x, y, t) \cdot c_T(x, y, t) \quad (3.1)
\]

### 3.2.1 Dynamics of Bionanosensor Concentration

Bionanosensors diffuse based on the concentration gradients of attractants and repellents in the two-dimensional area. Bionanosensors are not produced nor lost in the area. The rate of change in \( C_b \) in this case is described using the partial differential equation below.

\[
\frac{\partial C_b}{\partial t} = D_b \left( \frac{\partial^2 C_b}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 C_b}{\partial y^2} \right) - \left( \frac{\partial f C_b}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial f C_b}{\partial y} \right) \quad (3.2)
\]

The first term on the right hand side of (3.2) describes the diffusion of bionanosensors according to the diffusion coefficient \( D_b \) and the second term the drift effect or biased diffusion determined by the function \( f \).

The drift effect \( f \) is modeled as a linear combination of the two individual drift effects \( f_a \) by attractants and \( f_r \) by repellents: i.e.,
Table 3.1: Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Half length of the area along an axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_b$</td>
<td>Concentration of bionanosensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_r$</td>
<td>Concentration of attractants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_a$</td>
<td>Concentration of repellents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_T$</td>
<td>Concentration of targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_b$</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient of bionanosensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_a$</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient of attractants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_r$</td>
<td>Diffusion coefficient of repellents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_a$</td>
<td>Decay rate constant of attractants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>Production rate constant of repellents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_r$</td>
<td>Decay rate constant of repellents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_a$</td>
<td>Attraction coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_a$</td>
<td>Sensitivity to the attractant concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_r$</td>
<td>Repulsion coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_r$</td>
<td>Sensitivity to the repellent concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>Maximum attractant production rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_1$</td>
<td>Parameter for attractant production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_2$</td>
<td>Parameter for attractant production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_b$</td>
<td>Number of bionanosensors in the area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_T$</td>
<td>Number of targets in the area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_a$</td>
<td>Production rate of attractants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_r$</td>
<td>Production rate of repellents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
f = f_a - f_r, \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
f_a = \frac{V_a C_a}{K_a + C_a} \left( \frac{\partial C_a}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial C_a}{\partial y} \right), \tag{3.4}
\]

\[
f_r = \frac{V_r C_r}{K_r + C_r} \left( \frac{\partial C_r}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial C_r}{\partial y} \right). \tag{3.5}
\]

See Table 3.1 for parameters ($V_a$, $V_r$, $K_a$ and $K_r$) used above.

The initial distribution of bionanosensors over the two-dimensional area is
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described by $C_{b0}$, and the boundaries of the two-dimensional area are set to be reflecting for bionanosensors (i.e., bionanosensors do not diffuse away from the area). Thus, the initial condition and boundary conditions become

\begin{align}
C_b &= C_{b0} \quad \text{at} \quad t = 0, \quad (3.6) \\
\frac{\partial C_b}{\partial x} &= 0 \quad \text{at} \quad x = -L \text{ and } L, \quad (3.7) \\
\frac{\partial C_b}{\partial y} &= 0 \quad \text{at} \quad x = -L \text{ and } L. \quad (3.8)
\end{align}

3.2.2 Dynamics of Attractant Concentration

Bionanosensors use attractants to communicate the location information of targets. Without loss of generality, we assume that attractants diffuse in the monitoring area while they are produced and broken down. Thus, the rate of change in $C_b$ is given by

\begin{equation}
\frac{\partial C_a}{\partial t} = D_a \left( \frac{\partial^2 C_b}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 C_b}{\partial y^2} \right) + g_a - k_a C_a, \quad (3.9)
\end{equation}

where $D_a$ is the diffusion coefficient of attractants, $g_a$ the production rate of attractants, and $k_a$ the decay rate constant of attractants.

Assuming that bionanosensors are the only source of producing attractants and that they release attractants upon detecting targets, the production rate $g_a$ is written as

\begin{equation}
g_a = \frac{V C_b C_T}{(K_1 + C_b)(K_2 + C_T)}, \quad (3.10)
\end{equation}

where $C_T$ is the concentration of targets at location $(x, y)$ and at time $t$. $V$, $K_1$, and $K_2$ are parameters; see Table 3.1.

Assuming further that attractants do not exist in the monitoring area initially...
and that they diffuse within the area (i.e., they do not diffuse away at the boundaries of the area), the initial condition and boundary conditions for attractants become

\[
C_a = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad t = 0, \quad (3.11)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial C_a}{\partial x} = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad x = -L \text{ and } L, \quad (3.12)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial C_a}{\partial y} = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad x = -L \text{ and } L. \quad (3.13)
\]

### 3.2.3 Dynamics of Repellent Concentration

Bionanosensors use repellents to distribute over the monitoring area. Similar to (3.9), the rate of change in \( C_r \) is given by

\[
\frac{\partial C_r}{\partial t} = D_r \left( \frac{\partial^2 C_r}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 C_r}{\partial y^2} \right) + g_r - k_r C_r, \quad (3.14)
\]

where \( D_r \) is the diffusion coefficient of repellents, \( g_r \) the production rate of repellents, and \( k_r \) the decay rate constant of repellents. When the production rate of repellents is constant per bionanosensor, we describe \( g_r \) as

\[
g_r = v C_b. \quad (3.15)
\]

Applying the same assumptions made to the attractants, the initial condition and boundary conditions for repellents become

\[
C_r = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad t = 0, \quad (3.16)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial C_r}{\partial x} = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad x = -L \text{ and } L, \quad (3.17)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial C_r}{\partial y} = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad y = -L \text{ and } L. \quad (3.18)
\]
3.3 Numerical Experiments

The set of PDEs described in the previous section, namely (3.2), (3.9) and (3.14), are numerically integrated to compute the concentrations of bionanosensors, attractants and repellents. In the first set of numerical experiments, we examine the effect of attractants in recruiting distributed bionanosensors to a single location, where no repellents are used. We then examine, in the second set of experiments, the effect of repellents without using attractants, in spreading bionanosensors from a single location over the monitoring area. In the last set of experiments, we examine the combined effects of attractants and repellents in tracking moving targets.

In numerical experiments, we set the following parameter values as default unless otherwise noted: \( L = 50 \), \( D_a = 10 \), \( D_b = 5 \), \( D_r = 2 \), \( k_a = 0.5 \), \( k_r = 0.2 \), \( v = 0.2 \), \( K_a = 0.1 \), \( K_r = 0.1 \), \( V = 1 \), \( K_1 = 0.1 \), \( K_2 = 0.1 \), \( N_b = 100 \) (units are arbitrary). Note that we performed preliminary experiments and determined these parameter values based on the experimental results. Note also that values for \( V_a \) and \( V_r \) are given in each set of experiments described in this section.

3.3.1 Numerical Method

To numerically find the solution for a set of PDEs, we adopt a method of finite difference. In this method, domain of a function is subdivided into a set of finite subdomains. The derivative of the function is approximated as the difference between the function values at neighboring subdomains divided by the sizes of subdomains. For instance, the first partial derivative of a function \( f(x, t) \) at \( x = x_i \) is calculated as

\[
\frac{\partial f(x, t)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=x_i} = \frac{f(x_{i+1}, t) - f(x_i, t)}{x_{i+1} - x_i},
\]

and the second partial derivative of \( f(x, t) \) at \( x = x_i \) as
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\[
\frac{\partial^2 f(x, t)}{\partial x^2} \bigg|_{x=x_i} = \frac{1}{x_{i+1} - x_i} \left\{ \frac{\partial f(x, t)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=x_{i+1}} - \frac{\partial f(x, t)}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=x_i} \right\} \quad (3.20)
\]

By approximating the derivatives of functions, finite difference method constructs the set of PDEs considered. In practice, our set of PDEs considered in this chapter consists of first-order PDEs with respect to time variable. In this case, the discretization is applied only on the spatial variables leaving time variable \( t \) continuous, so that we can apply an approximation method for ordinary differential equations, known as “numerical integration.” Starting from the initial time \( t = t_0 \), the solution for the set of PDEs is sequentially calculated.

3.3.2 Impact of Attractants

The attractants allow bionanosensors, upon detecting a target, to direct other bionanosensors in the monitoring area towards the location of the target. Without attractants, a group of bionanosensors moves through non-directional diffusion, eventually forming a uniform distribution over the area (i.e., \( C_b = \frac{N_b}{(2L)^2} \)).

To understand the effect of the attractants, we distribute bionanosensors uniformly in a two-dimensional area, place one static target at the center of the area, and observe how the bionanosensors are attracted to the target location. We therefore apply the following conditions.

\[
C_{b0} = \frac{N_b}{(2L)^2} \quad (3.21)
\]
\[
C_T = \delta(x) \delta(y) \quad (3.22)
\]

Note that no repellents are produced (i.e., \( g_r = 0 \)) in this set of numerical experiments.

Fig. 3.4 shows how the mean square distances between bionanosensors and the
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Figure 3.4: Impact of the attraction coefficient ($V_a$) on the mean square distance between bionanosensors and the target.

target change over time for different attraction coefficients $V_a \in \{0, 50, 100, 200\}$. As shown in the figure, the mean square distance drops sharply when a large $V_a$ is used (e.g., $V_a = 200$), while being unchanged for a small $V_a$ (e.g., $V_a = 50$). Note that $V_a = 0$ represents the case without attractants; in this case, bionanosensors remain uniformly distributed and the mean square distance never decreases.

The figure also shows that the mean square distance converges after a sufficiently long time elapses, indicating that the distribution of bionanosensors over the area reaches its steady state.

Fig. 3.5 shows the steady-state distributions of bionanosensors along the $x$-axis of the area obtained at $t = 1000$ for different attraction coefficients $V_a \in \{0, 50, 100, 200\}$. The figure shows that, as $V_a$ increases from $V_a = 50$ to 100 and 200, the steady-state concentration of bionanosensors becomes higher around the target location, indicating that the steady-state concentration of bionanosensors becomes lower at locations far from the target (see also Figs. 3.6 – 3.9 below). Note that, when attractants are not used ($V_a = 0$), the concentration of
bionanosensors is unchanged and \( C_b = 0.04 \).

Figs. 3.6 – 3.9 show how the concentrations of bionanosensors measured at different locations \((x, 0)\) change over time \((x \in \{0, 4, 10, 20\})\). When a small \( V_a \) is used (e.g., \( V_a = 50 \)), the concentration of bionanosensors remains almost unchanged (i.e., \( C_b = 0.04 \)) as also observed in Fig. 3.5. When a large \( V_a \) is used (e.g., \( V_a = 100 \) or 200), the concentration of bionanosensors at locations closer to the target increases over time to reach a concentration higher than the initial concentration of \( C_b = 0.04 \) (e.g., \( x = 0 \) and 4 for \( V_a = 200 \), \( x = 0, 4 \) and 10 for \( V_a = 100 \)), while the concentration far from the target decreases, indicating that bionanosensors initially distributed uniformly over the monitoring area move towards the target.

Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show the spatio-temporal dynamics of the bionanosensor concentration and of attractant concentration, when attractants are used, illustrating how the attractants spread in the area and how bionanosensors gather based on the distribution of attractants in the area. In these figures, horizontal axis rep-

Figure 3.5: Impact of the attraction coefficient \((V_a)\) on the steady-state distribution of bionanosensors.
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Figure 3.6: Impact of the attraction coefficient ($V_a$) on the concentrations of bionanosensors at location $x = 0$.

Figure 3.7: Impact of the attraction coefficient ($V_a$) on the concentrations of bionanosensors at location $x = 4$. 
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Figure 3.8: Impact of the attraction coefficient ($V_a$) on the concentrations of bionanosensors at location $x = 10$.

Figure 3.9: Impact of the attraction coefficient ($V_a$) on the concentrations of bionanosensors at location $x = 20$. 
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Figure 3.10: The spatio-temporal dynamics of the bionanosensor concentration for $V_a = 100$, where color bar represents the concentration of bionanosensors.

Figure 3.11: The spatio-temporal dynamics of the attractant concentration for $V_a = 100$, where color bar represents the concentration of attractants.

...represents time, vertical axis corresponds to location $(x, 0)$, and the color legend the bionanosensor / attractants concentration.
3.3.3 Impact of Repellents

The repellents facilitate the spread of bionanosensors, and become useful to locate a target that is distant from the bionanosensors or when the monitoring area is large. Without repellents, a group of bionanosensors at a location spreads based on non-directional diffusion, which can be a slow-spreading process. The mean square of the distance from the origin to a bionanosensor in the absence of repellents increases in proportion to the time \((<x^2> + <y^2> = 4D_b t)\), indicating that a significantly long time is taken for bionanosensors to distribute in the area.

To understand the effect of the repellents, we place bionanosensors at the center of a two-dimensional area (i.e., the origin) and observe how they spread over the area in the absence of targets: i.e., we apply the following conditions.

\[
C_{b0} = N_b \delta(x) \delta(y), \quad C_T = 0. \tag{3.23}
\]

Note that targets do not exist in the area and thus no attractants are produced in this set of numerical experiments.

Fig. 3.12 shows how the mean square distances between bionanosensors and the origin increase over time for different repulsion coefficients \(V_r = \{0, 1, 10\}\). As expected, the mean square distance increases based on repulsive forces as \(V_r\) increases. Note that the mean square distance reaches a plateau or its steady-state after a sufficiently long time elapses since the area is bounded.

Figs. 3.13 – 3.16 show how the concentrations of bionanosensors measured at different locations \((x, 0)\) change over time \((x = \{0, 4, 10, 20\})\). The figures show that, when repellents are used \((V_r = 1 \text{ or } 10)\), the concentration of bionanosensors quickly decreases around the origin (i.e., \(x = 0\)) while it increases at locations far from the origin (e.g., \(x = 10 \text{ and } 20\)) compared to the case without repellents \((V_r = 0)\). The quick increase in bionanosensor concentration at locations far from the target may indicate that bionanosensors detect a target quicker and with
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Figure 3.12: Impact of the repulsion coefficient ($V_r$) on the mean square distance between bionanosensors and the target.

a higher probability when repellents are used, (see also Section 3.3.4.2).

Fig. 3.17 shows the spatio-temporal dynamics of the bionanosensor concentration when repellents are not used ($V_r = 0$) and Fig. 3.18 when repellents are used ($V_r = 10$), illustrating the effect of repellents. In these figures, the horizontal axis represents time, the vertical axis represents location $(x, 0)$, and the color bar shows the bionanosensor concentration. When repellents are used, the bionanosensors concentrated at the target location $(0, 0)$ quickly move away from the target location, split into two groups, and eventually distributed uniformly in the environment. Fig. 3.19 shows the spatio-temporal dynamics of repellent concentration when repellents are used ($V_r = 10$).

3.3.4 Target Tracking

In the last set of numerical experiments, we demonstrate that a group of bionanosensors is able to track moving targets using attractants and repellents. We
Figure 3.13: Impact of the repulsion coefficient ($V_r$) on the concentrations of bionanosensors at location $x = 0$.

Figure 3.14: Impact of the repulsion coefficient ($V_r$) on the concentrations of bionanosensors at location $x = 4$. 
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Figure 3.15: Impact of the repulsion coefficient ($V_r$) on the concentrations of bionanosensors at location $x = 10$.

Figure 3.16: Impact of the repulsion coefficient ($V_r$) on the concentrations of bionanosensors at location $x = 20$. 
first show that attractants are used to track a moving target (in Section 3.3.4.1). We then show that the combined use of attractants and repellents may also be useful to track a moving target (in Section 3.3.4.2).
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3.3.4.1 Using Attractants for Target Tracking

To examine the effect of attractants to track a moving target, we introduce a single target that performs circular motion, leading to

$$CT = \delta \left( x - \frac{3L}{5} \cos \omega t \right) \delta \left( y - \frac{3L}{5} \sin \omega t \right), \quad (3.25)$$

where $\omega$ is the angular velocity of the moving target. For the initial condition of the bionanosensor concentration, we use (3.21) (i.e., uniform distribution), although the initial condition appears to have no impact on results shown below.

Figs. 3.20–3.22 show the concentrations of bionanosensors at the target location for different angular velocities of the moving target $\omega \in \{0, \pi/400, \pi/200\}$, respectively, showing that a larger $V_a$ is needed to successfully track the moving target as the target moves faster (i.e., as $\omega$ increases). Fig. 3.23 shows whether a particular combination of the attraction coefficient and the angular velocity of the moving target achieves “successful” tracking. In this figure, ‘○’ represents a successful case where the bionanosensor concentration at the target location is maintained at higher than 10 and ‘×’ represents an unsuccessful case. (Note that

Figure 3.19: The spatio-temporal dynamics of the repellent concentration for $V_r = 10$. Color bar represents the concentration of repellents.
Figure 3.20: Concentration of bionanosensors at the target that is static, i.e., $\omega = 0$. $V_a = \{0, 50, 100, 150\}$. $V_r = 0$.

$C_b = 0.04$ when bionanosensors are uniformly distributed.) Fig. 3.24 shows two example cases of target tracking: a successful case ($V_a = 100$ and $\omega = \pi/400$) and an unsuccessful case ($V_a = 100$ and $\omega = \pi/200$). As shown in the figure, in a successful case, most of the bionanosensors are found at the target and (almost) no bionanosensors are found at non-target locations, while in an unsuccessful case the bionanosensors are distributed around the target location and only a small number of bionanosensors are found at the target location.

### 3.3.4.2 Combined Use of Attractants and Repellents

The combined use of attractants and repellents becomes useful when the target moves fast or irregularly. To demonstrate the role of repellents in target tracking, we simulate a scenario where a single target is present at the origin in the area from time $t = 0$ to 500, moves to location $(d, 0)$ at $t = 500$, and stays at the location. For the initial condition of the bionanosensor concentration, we use (3.21) (i.e., uniform distribution), although the initial condition appears to have no impact on
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Figure 3.21: Concentration of bionanosensors at the target that moves with an angular velocity $\omega = \pi/400$. $V_a = \{0, 50, 100, 150\}$. $V_r = 0$.

Figure 3.22: Concentration of bionanosensors at the target that moves with an angular velocity $\omega = \pi/200$. $V_a = \{0, 50, 100, 150\}$. $V_r = 0$. 
Figure 3.23: The combinations of the attraction coefficient and the target angular velocity: ○ represents a successful case and × an unsuccessful case.

Figure 3.24: Representative target tracking processes.
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results shown below.

Figs. 3.25 – 3.27 show the concentrations of bionanosensors at different locations \((d, 0)\) \((d = \{4, 10, 20\})\) and Figs. 3.28 – 3.30 show the first location times of a moving target obtained from Figs. 3.25 – 3.27 with \(V_a = 100\) and \(V_r \in \{0, 1, 10\}\). The first location time is defined as the time taken for the concentration of bionanosensors to reach the threshold concentration \(\theta\) at the target location. The first location time indicates how long it takes for bionanosensors to detect a target and start releasing attractants, once the target is lost during the process of target tracking. As shown in the figures, the repellents can decrease the first location time for large \(d\).

Fig. 3.31 shows the target tracking performance measured by the time average of the percentage of bionanosensors around the moving target. As shown in the figure, the target tracking performance is maximized when the attractant coefficient is large and the repellent coefficient is small, demonstrating that repellents negatively impact the target tracking performance. This is probably because repellents tend to prohibit bionanosensors from gathering at the same location (e.g., the target location) although they are useful to decrease the first location time of a target. We consider that in the PDE-based model, target detection is a trivial task for bionanosensors because of the continuum nature of the model and the role of repellents becomes less significant. As we will see in next chapter, when an individual-based, desecrated model of bionanosensors is used, both attractants and repellents become useful for target tracking.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we designed, modeled and evaluated the performance of a dynamic bionanosensor network for target tracking. In the dynamic bionanosensor network considered in this chapter, bionanosensors use repellents and attractants to detect and track a moving target. Bionanosensors release repellents to spread over the monitoring environment in search of targets, while they release attrac-
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Figure 3.25: Impact of combined use of attractants and repellents on the concentrations of bionanosensors at the target location with $d = 4$.

Figure 3.26: Impact of combined use of attractants and repellents on the concentrations of bionanosensors at the target location with $d = 10$. 
Figure 3.27: Impact of combined use of attractants and repellents on the concentrations of bionanosensors at the target location with $d = 20$.

Figure 3.28: First location time with the threshold concentration $\theta = 1$. 


Figure 3.29: First location time with the threshold concentration $\theta = 2$.

Figure 3.30: First location time with the threshold concentration $\theta = 5$.

tants to gather in a specific location (e.g., around a target). We used a set of partial differential equations to describe the spatial-temporal dynamics of the concentra-
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Key results and findings described in this chapter are the following:

- When attractants are used, bionanosensors decrease effectively the mean square distance to a target location in the monitoring environment (Subsection 3.3.2). On the other hand, when attractants are not used, bionanosensors move through non-directional diffusion, eventually forming a uniform distribution over the monitoring environment.

- When repellents are used, bionanosensors increase effectively the mean square distance from their original location, indicating that repellents are useful to facilitate the spread of bionanosensors (Subsection 3.3.3). When repellents are not used, on the other hand, bionanosensors spread slowly based on non-directional diffusion.

- For target tracking, attractants are useful to direct bionanosensors to the proximity of a moving target (Subsection 3.3.4). Repellents are also useful...
for target tracking to detect a moving target in the first place. When attractants and repellents are used together, however, repellents negatively impact the target tracking performance measured by the number of bionanosensors in the proximity of a moving target.

Our future work investigates multiple-target tracking problems. The simulation experiments described in this chapter are limited to the tracking of a single target. In practical environments, multiple targets may appear, and a group of bionanosensors needs to locate and track all these targets. Therefore, we plan to extend the model of attractant- and repellent-based interactions for multiple-target tracking, showing that model parameters such as attractant and repellent threshold concentrations can be adjusted so that a group of bionanosensors splits up and tracks multiple targets.
Chapter 4

Bacterium-based Bionanosensor Networks for Target Tracking

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of using bacteria as bionanosensors to form a dynamic bionanosensor network for target tracking. Bacteria are promising materials to implement bionanosensors for target tracking because they are small (in the order of micrometers in length [14]), they are able to sense chemical conditions in the environment, and they have mobility known as chemotaxis that allows bacteria to move based on concentration gradients of molecules in the environment.

Bacteria in nature use chemotaxis to find a favorable environment containing attractants and to avoid a harmful environment with repellents. Examples of attractants are nutrients that are necessary for bacteria to enter into cell division, while repellents could be toxic molecules (see Table 4.1). Bacteria determine concentration gradients of these molecules through temporal sensing [72] or spatial sensing [82]. In temporal sensing [72], bacteria remember the concentration of a certain type of molecule they detected, and compare with the concentration to be detected after they move, therefore they learn whether the concentration is
Table 4.1: Known attractants and repellents [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attractants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amino acids (e.g., aspartate, serine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipeptides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salts at low concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugars and sugar alcohols (e.g., fructose, galactitol, galactose)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repellents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohols (e.g., ethanol, isopropanol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino acids (e.g., leucine, isoleucine, valine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerol or ethylene glycol at high concentrations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

increasing or decreasing. In spatial sensing, bacteria have enough volumes (or lengths) for sensing a concentration gradient [82].

Fig. 4.1 shows a signaling network found in bacterial species *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*) [16]. The network involves a number of membrane receptors and intracellular proteins such as CheA, CheW, CheY, and CheZ. The binding of extracellular molecules to the receptors leads to protein-protein interactions through which the flagellar motors rotate either *clockwise to tumble* (i.e., change the moving direction) or *counterclockwise to run* (i.e., maintain the moving direction). For instance, the binding of a repellent to a membrane receptor causes the intracellular protein kinase CheA attached to the CheW protein to become phosphorylated. The phosphate group in the phosphorlylated CheA (CheAp) is then passed to the CheY. This phosphorylated form of CheY, namely, CheYp, then diffuses and binds to the flagellar motor, which in turn rotates clockwise, causing the flagellar bundle to become disorganized. This causes the bacterium to tumble and avoid moving toward the source of the repellent. The binding of an attractant to a membrane receptor, on the other hand, dephosphorylates CheA and CheY, which causes the flagella motor to rotate counterclockwise. This allows the bacterium to run continuously toward the source of the attractant. The CheZ accelerates the dephosphorylation of CheYp to enable the bacterium to quickly respond to changes in the environment.
The bacterium-based autonomous bionanosensors assumed in this chapter are hypothetical in that they emit repellents and attractants for target tracking. The bacterium-based autonomous bionanosensors may be genetically engineered from bacteria in order to produce attractants and repellents as needed, or to exhibit modified chemotactic responses to specific molecules that they produce, with these molecules thus acting as attractants or repellents. In this way, the hypothetical bionanosensors in search of the target emit repellents to facilitate the spread of nearby bionanosensors over the environment; and they emit attractants upon detecting a target, thereby attracting other bionanosensors toward the target.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we develop the mobility model of bacterium-based autonomous bionanosensors. In Section 4.3, we conduct simulation experiments to find optimal parameters for tracking a moving target. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 4.4.
Table 4.2: Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Set of bionanosensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Linear length of the two-dimensional monitoring area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Time interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>Step angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_b$</td>
<td>Moving velocity of the bionanosensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Moving direction of the bionanosensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_b$</td>
<td>Rotational diffusion coefficient of the bionanosensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_t$</td>
<td>Detectable distance to the target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_A$</td>
<td>Time duration to emit attractants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_A$</td>
<td>Maximum drift angles to move toward attractants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_R$</td>
<td>Maximum drift angles to move away from repellents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_A$</td>
<td>Threshold concentration to detect attractants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_R$</td>
<td>Threshold concentration to detect repellents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Model of Bacterium-based Bionanosensors

In this section, we apply the principle of bacterial rotational diffusion [13] to develop a basic mobility model of bacterium-based autonomous bionanosensors (Section 4.2.1). We then extend the model to incorporate interactions among bionanosensors through attractants and repellents (Section 4.2.2). Different from the model in Chapter 3 that describes the swarm behavior of a group of bionanosensors, the model in this section provides flexibility in modeling individual behaviors of bionanosensors. The major notations used in this section are summarized in Table 4.2.

4.2.1 Mobility Model

A set of bacterium-based bionanosensors $S$ is distributed over an $L \times L$ two-dimensional bounded area for tracking a single moving target. A bionanosensor and the target are modeled as points in the area. Time is divided into time intervals of equal length $\tau$, and a bionanosensor at the beginning of each time interval
moves from its current location \((x, y)\) to the next location \((x + \Delta x, y + \Delta y)\) such that

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta x &= v_b \tau \cos \theta, \\
\Delta y &= v_b \tau \sin \theta,
\end{align*}
\]

(4.1)

where \(v_b\) is the moving velocity of the bionanosensor, and \(\theta\) is the moving direction. At boundaries, the law of reflection is applied to determine the new location of the bionanosensor (i.e., the angle of incidence is equal to that of reflection).

At each time step, a bionanosensor changes its moving direction from \(\theta\) to \(\theta + \Delta \theta\) (Fig. 4.2). Following the bacterial rotational diffusion model [13], we use

\[
\Delta \theta = \Phi,
\]

(4.2)

where a random variable \(\Phi\) chooses \(+\phi\) or \(-\phi\) with equal probabilities. Therefore, the mean and variance of \(\theta\) at time \(t\) are given as

\[
\begin{align*}
E[\theta] &= \theta_0, \\
\text{VAR}[\theta] &= 2R_b t,
\end{align*}
\]

(4.3) (4.4)

where \(\theta_0\) is the moving direction of the bionanosensor at time \(t = 0\) and \(R_b\) is the rotational diffusion coefficient of the bionanosensor defined by

\[
R_b = \frac{\phi^2}{2\tau}.
\]

(4.5)

The rotational diffusion coefficient \(R_b\) affects the mobility pattern of a bionanosensor. As shown in Figs. 4.3 (a) and (b), a bionanosensor with small
$R_b$ tends to maintain its moving direction to move away from the original location, while a bionanosensor with large $R_b$ randomly changes its direction to stay around the original location. When $R_b$ approaches 0, a bionanosensor moves in a straight line, and thus the distance from the original location increases in proportion to time ($t$). When $R_b$ is sufficiently large, a bionanosensor performs two-dimensional random walk and thus the distance from the original location increases in proportion to the square root of time ($\sqrt{t}$).
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4.2.2 Interactions among Bionanosensors

As described in Section 3.2, interactions among bionanosensors take place through simple use of repellents and attractants. The model in this chapter allows flexibility to describe more details about the interactions as follows.

- A bionanosensor continuously emits repellents.
- A bionanosensor starts emitting attractants when it approaches the target within a detectable distance $d_t$ from the target, and stops emitting attractants after the time duration of $T_A$.

The mobility of a given bionanosensor is affected by the concentrations of attractants and repellents in its vicinity, and is modeled by modifying $\Delta \theta$ as follows.

$$ \Delta \theta = \Phi + \Psi_R + \Psi_A $$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

Parameters $\Psi_A$ and $\Psi_R$ describe step drift angles reflecting repulsion and attraction forces due to repellents and attractants. These two parameters are determined based on the concentrations of repellents and attractants observed by the bionanosensor:

$$ \Psi_R = \arg \min_{\psi \in \mathcal{D}_R} C_R(x_\psi, y_\psi), $$ \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

$$ \Psi_A = \arg \max_{\psi \in \mathcal{D}_A} C_A(x_\psi, y_\psi), $$ \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

where $\mathcal{D}_A = [-\psi_A, \psi_A]$ and $\mathcal{D}_R = [-\psi_R, \psi_R]$ are ranges of drift angles for repellents and attractants, from which the bionanosensor chooses one angle to move toward the lowest concentration of repellents and the other angle to move toward the highest concentration of attractants. $\psi_A$ and $\psi_R$ are the maximum drift angles that the bionanosensor can choose for repellents and attractants, respectively.
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\( C_R(x_\psi, y_\psi) \) and \( C_A(x_\psi, y_\psi) \) are the concentrations of repellents and attractants detected by a bionanosensor if the bionanosensor changes its moving direction by \( \psi \) and moves by \( v_b \tau \): i.e.,

\[
\begin{align*}
x_\psi &= x + v_b \tau \cos(\theta + \psi), \\
y_\psi &= y + v_b \tau \sin(\theta + \psi).
\end{align*}
\] (4.9)

Note that, in (4.7) and (4.8), we use \( \Psi_R = 0 \) when \( C_R(x_\psi, y_\psi) = 0 \) for \( \forall \psi \in D_R \), and \( \Psi_A = 0 \) when \( C_A(x_\psi, y_\psi) = 0 \) for \( \forall \psi \in D_A \).

The concentration of either type of molecule detected by a bionanosensor \( C(\psi) \), namely, \( C_R(\psi) \) in (4.7) or \( C_A(\psi) \) in (4.8), depends on the sensitivity of the bionanosensor:

\[
C(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
c(x, y) & (c(x, y) \geq H) \\
0 & (otherwise)
\end{cases}
\] (4.10)

where \( c(x, y) \) is the concentration of either type of molecule at location \( (x, y) \), and \( H \) is the threshold concentration (\( H_A \) for attractants and \( H_R \) for repellents), this being the minimum concentration that is required for a bionanosensor to detect the type of molecule.

To reduce the complexity of the model, we assume that the molecule diffuses so quickly that the molecule concentration reaches the steady state immediately, then the concentration of either type of molecule is approximated as exponentially decreasing with respect to the square distance from the source emitting the molecule. To further simplify the model, we also assume that molecules released at time \( t \) quickly dissipate and thus do not impact the concentration of molecule after time \( t + \tau \). Based on this simplification, we describe \( c(x, y) \) in (4.10) as follows.
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\[ c(x, y) = \sum_{i \in U} \exp \left( -d_i(x, y)^2 \right), \quad (4.11) \]

where \( U \) is a set of bionanosensors emitting either type of molecule and \( d_i(x, y) \) is the distance from location \((x, y)\) to bionanosensor \(i\).

4.3 Simulation Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate using the mobility model described in Section 4.2 that a group of bionanosensors interacts through repellents and attractants to track a moving target.

4.3.1 Simulation Algorithms

Pseudocode 2 shows the algorithm we used to simulate target tracking processes based on the model described in Section 4.2. In each simulation, a set of bionanosensors is placed at the same location where the single target is initially present. When a simulation begins, the target performs circular motion around the origin of the two-dimensional area, and its location \((x_T, y_T)\) change according to

\[
x_T = \frac{L}{5} \cos (\omega_T t),
\]
\[
y_T = \frac{L}{5} \sin (\omega_T t). \quad (4.12)
\]

where \( \omega_T \) (rad/s) is the angular velocity of the moving target. Default parameter values are set as follows: \( \tau = 2.0 \times 10^{-2} \) (s), \(|S| = 100\), \( L = 1 \) (cm²), \( v_b = 5.0 \times 10^{-3} \) (cm/s) [13], \( R_b = 5 \) (rad²/s), \( \psi_A = 3.49 \times 10^{-2} \) (rad), \( \psi_R = 3.49 \times 10^{-3} \) (rad), \( T_A = 40 \) (s), \( H_A = H_R = 0 \) (1/cm³), \( d_t = 5.0 \times 10^2 \) (cm).
**Pseudocode 2** Target Tracking Simulation

1: Set time $t := 0$
2: Place a set of bionanosensors $S$ and a target $T$ in a $L \times L$ two-dimensional space
3: while true do
4: Move $T$ based on (4.12)
5: for all bionanosensor $s \in S$ do
6: Move $s$ based on (4.1)
7: Compute the drift angle for repellents (4.7)
8: Compute the drift angle for attractants (4.8)
9: Update $s$’s moving direction based on (4.6)
10: if $s$ detects $T$ in previous $T_A$ steps then
11: Emit attractants
12: end if
13: Emit repellents
14: end for
15: Measure the number of bionanosensors within the distance $d_l$ from $T$
16: Update time $t := t + \tau$
17: end while

Note that we performed preliminary experiments and determined these parameter values based on the experimental results, except for those parameter values that are available in the literature.

Simple interactions through repellents and attractants introduced in the previous section can induce collective movement in a group of bionanosensors. In this section, we perform preliminary experiments without placing a moving target in order to understand the impact of repellents and attractants on the collective movement of a group of bionanosensors.

### 4.3.2 Impact of Repellents

Repellents facilitate the spread of a group of bionanosensors over the monitoring area and are useful to locate a target in a large area. Without repellents, a group of bionanosensors needs to distribute itself based on rotational diffusion, which can
be a slow-spreading process (Fig. 4.3).

To understand the impact of the repellents, we place 100 bionanosensors at the origin in the two-dimensional area and observe how the bionanosensors spread over the area using repellents. For this, we measure the mean square distance (MSD) of the bionanosensors from the origin and the percentage $P_d$ of bionanosensors within distance $d$ from location $(d, 0)$, where $d = 1.0 \times 10^{-1}$ (cm) and $d_l = 5.0 \times 10^{-2}$ (cm). No attractants are used. Default parameter values are $N = 100$, $H_R = 0$ $(1/cm^3)$, $\psi_R = 3.49 \times 10^{-3}$ (rad), $L = 1$ (cm), $R_b = 5$ (rad$^2$/s) and $v_b = 5.0 \times 10^{-3}$ (cm/s). The following set of figures show the ensemble average of 10 independent simulation runs.

Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show how the ensemble averages of MSD and $P_d$ ($\langle \text{MSD} \rangle$ and $\langle P_d \rangle$) change over time when $\psi_R \in \{0, 1.74 \times 10^{-3}, 3.49 \times 10^{-3}\}$ (rad) is used. Fig. 4.4 indicates that the $\langle \text{MSD} \rangle$ increases faster as $\psi_R$ increases due to the repulsive forces among bionanosensors. Fig. 4.5 shows that $\langle P_d \rangle$ quickly increases to reach its peak, indicating that a distant target may be detected in a shorter period of time. This figure also shows that $\langle P_d \rangle$ drops quickly after it reaches the peak, indicating that it may take a significantly long time to detect a target if the target is not found in earlier time. Note that, in these figures, $\psi_R = 0$ (rad) represents the case where repellents are not used.

Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 show the impact of the threshold concentration $H_R$ on the $\langle \text{MSD} \rangle$ and $\langle P_d \rangle$ when $H_R \in \{99.900, 99.925, 99.950\}$ $(1/cm^3)$ is used for a fixed $\psi_R = 3.49 \times 10^{-3}$ (rad). These figures show that, when the threshold concentration is high (i.e., $H_R \in \{99.925, 99.950\}$ $(1/cm^3)$), a group of bionanosensors spreads slowly over the area.\footnote{The two cases from $H_R = 99.925$ and 99.950 result in the very similar $\langle \text{MSD} \rangle$ and $\langle P_d \rangle$ at the scales used in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7.} This is expected since the high threshold concentration indicates that bionanosensors have low sensitivity for repellents and become unable to detect the concentration.

Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 show the impact of the rotational diffusion coefficient $R_b$ on the $\langle \text{MSD} \rangle$ and $\langle P_d \rangle$ when $R_b \in \{1, 10, 100\}$ (rad$^2$/s) is used again for a
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Figure 4.4: Impact of maximum drift angle for repellents ($\psi_R$) on the mean square distance.
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Figure 4.5: Impact of maximum drift angle for repellents ($\psi_R$) on the percentage of bionanosensors at location $(0, d)$. 
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Figure 4.6: Impact of threshold concentration for repellents ($H_R$) on the mean square distance.

Figure 4.7: Impact of threshold concentration for repellents ($H_R$) on the percentage of bionanosensors at location ($0, d$).
fixed $\psi_R = 3.49 \times 10^{-3}$ (rad). These figures show that the spreading process of bionanosensors becomes quicker when $R_b$ is smaller while it remains slow if $R_b$ is large (e.g., $R_b = 100$ (rad$^2$/s)) even when repellents are used. This is because, as $R_b$ increases, the drift angle caused by repellents becomes more negligible compared to the effect of rotational diffusion. When $R_b = 100$ (rad$^2$/s), for instance, the maximum drift angle caused by repellents is $3.49 \times 10^{-3}$ (rad) per simulation step, while the step angle by the rotational diffusion is 2.0 (rad) and over 570 times larger the maximum drift angle.

### 4.3.3 Impact of Attractants

Attractants allow a bionanosensor, upon detecting a target, to direct other bionanosensors in the monitoring area toward the location of the target. Without attractants, the detection of a target by a bionanosensor becomes opportunistic and it takes a significantly long time for a group of bionanosensors to gather around the target.

To understand the impact of the attractants, we place a static target at the origin in the two-dimensional area, one bionanosensor also at the origin as an initial source of attractants, and 99 bionanosensors at randomly selected locations. We then observe how the bionanosensors are attracted toward the origin by measuring the MSD from the origin and the percentage $P_d$ of bionanosensors within distance $d_l$ from the origin, where $d = 1.0 \times 10^{-1}$ (cm) and $d_l = 5.0 \times 10^{-2}$ (cm) (i.e., $P_d = P_0$). We use only attractants in this set of experiments. Default parameter values are $N = 100$, $H_A = 0$ (1/cm$^3$), $\psi_A = 3.49 \times 10^{-2}$ (rad), $T_A = 40$ (s), $L = 1$ (cm), $R_b = 5$ (rad$^2$/s) and $v_b = 5.0 \times 10^{-3}$ (cm/s). The following set of figures show the ensemble average of 10 independent simulation runs.

Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 show how the ensemble averages of MSD and $P_0$ ($\langle$MSD$\rangle$ and $\langle$P$\rangle_d$) change over time when $\psi_A \in \{0, 1.74 \times 10^{-2}, 3.49 \times 10^{-2}\}$ (rad) is used. Fig. 4.10 indicates that $\langle$MSD$\rangle$ decreases faster as $\psi_A$ increases due to the attractive forces among bionanosensors. Fig. 4.11 shows that $\langle$P$\rangle_d$ quickly increases as $\psi_A$ increases, indicating that bionanosensors distributed over the area
Figure 4.8: Impact of rotational diffusion coefficient ($R_b$) on the mean square distance.

Figure 4.9: Impact of rotational diffusion coefficient ($R_b$) on the percentage of bionanosensors at location $(0, d)$.
are attracted to the target location in a shorter period of time. Note that, in these figures, $\psi_A = 0 \text{ (rad)}$ represents the case where attractants are not used.

Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show the impact of threshold concentration for attractants ($H_A$) on $\langle \text{MSD} \rangle$ and $\langle P_0 \rangle$ when $H_A = \{0.5, 0.95, 1\} \text{ (1/cm}^3\text{)}$ is used for a fixed $\psi_A = 3.49 \times 10^{-2} \text{ (rad)}$. As shown in the figure, when the threshold concentration is high (i.e., $H_A = 1 \text{ (1/cm}^3\text{)}$), bionanosensors are unable to detect the concentration of attractants and remain distributed over the area.

Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 show the impact of the time duration to release attractants ($T_A$) (namely, the time duration in which a bionanosensor releases attractants after it detects the target) on $\langle \text{MSD} \rangle$ and $\langle P_0 \rangle$ when $T_A = \{80, 160, 2000\} \text{ (s)}$ for a fixed $\psi_A = 3.49 \times 10^{-2} \text{ (rad)}$. These figures show that more bionanosensors are attracted to the origin when $T_A$ is larger (i.e., $T_A \in \{160, 2000\} \text{ (s)}$). These figures also show that a very large $T_A$ (i.e., $T_A = 2000 \text{ (s)}$) is not required. This is because a very large $T_A$ negatively impacts the attraction processes; a bionanosensor that probabilistically moves away from the origin keeps releasing attractants and other bionanosensors can be attracted to a location where the target is absent.

Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 show the impact of the rotational diffusion coefficient $R_b$ on $\langle \text{MSD} \rangle$ and $\langle P_0 \rangle$ when $R_b \in \{1, 10, 100\} \text{ (rad}^2/s\text{)}$ is used again for a fixed $\psi_A = 3.49 \times 10^{-2} \text{ (rad)}$. These figures show that attractants become less effective as $R_b$ increases. This is because, as $R_b$ increases, the drift angle caused by attractants becomes more negligible compared to the effect of rotational diffusion.

Numerical results shown in Figs. 4.10 through 4.17 exhibit high variance because of the probabilistic nature of the experiments. In one case, the bionanosensor initially placed at the origin attracts a sufficient number of bionanosensors to create a “stable” concentration gradient of attractants. In this case, the remaining bionanosensors are successfully attracted to the origin, leading to $\langle \text{MSD} \rangle = 0$ and $\langle P_0 \rangle = 1$. In another case, the bionanosensor initially placed at the origin fails to attract a sufficient number of bionanosensors to the origin (e.g., because it moves away from the origin or it stops releasing attractants). In this case, no concentration gradient of attractants is formed and all bionanosensors randomly
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Figure 4.10: Impact of maximum drift angle for attractants ($\psi_A$) on the mean square distance.

Figure 4.11: Impact of maximum drift angle for attractants ($\psi_A$) on the percentage of bionanosensors around the origin.
Figure 4.12: Impact of threshold concentration for attractants ($H_A$) on the mean square distance.

Figure 4.13: Impact of threshold concentration for attractants ($H_A$) on the percentage of bionanosensors around the origin.
Figure 4.14: Impact of time duration to release attractants ($T_A$) on the mean square distance.

Figure 4.15: Impact of time duration to release attractants ($T_A$) on the percentage of bionanosensors around the origin.
Figure 4.16: Impact of rotational diffusion coefficient ($R_b$) on the mean square distance.

Figure 4.17: Impact of rotational diffusion coefficient ($R_b$) on the percentage of bionanosensors around the origin.
move based on the rotational diffusion, and thus \( \langle \text{MSD} \rangle \) remains large and \( \langle P_0 \rangle \) small. These two cases are observed in most of numerical results in Figs. 4.10 through 4.17, where the variance is high.

### 4.3.4 Target Tracking

The percentage of bionanosensors around the target \( P \) is impacted upon by the model parameters used. Our simulation experiments focus on the optimization of the two key parameters, maximum drift angles for repellents and attractants (\( \psi_R \) and \( \psi_A \)). Our simulation experiments also examine the impact of the angular velocity of the moving target (\( \omega_T \)) on \( P \).

Figs. 4.18 (a), (b) and (c) show three target tracking processes often observed in simulations. In Fig. 4.18 (a), a group of bionanosensors continuously tracks the moving target and thus \( \langle P \rangle \) is maintained around 1.0. In Fig. 4.18 (b), a group of bionanosensors starts losing the target in the middle of target tracking but soon recovers to track the target. In Fig. 4.18 (c), a group of bionanosensors loses the target and it starts spreading over the environment.

Fig. 4.19 shows the impact of \( \psi_R \) on the time average of \( \langle P \rangle \), (i.e., \( \langle \langle P \rangle \rangle \)) where \( \psi_A \) is fixed to \( 3.49 \times 10^{-2} \) (rad) and Fig. 4.20 the impact of \( \psi_A \) on \( \langle P \rangle \) where \( \psi_R \) is fixed to \( 3.49 \times 10^{-3} \) (rad). Each figure also shows two cases where the target moves slow (\( \omega_T = 0.002 \) (rad/s)) and fast (\( \omega_T = 0.005 \) (rad/s)). From these figures, we observe that:

- A group of bionanosensors is able to track the slow moving target when \( \psi_R \) or \( \psi_A \) is properly tuned. It may however fail to track the fast moving target.
- Fig. 4.19 shows that \( \langle P \rangle \) is maximized at \( \psi_R = 1.40 \times 10^{-2} \) (rad), indicating that repulsive forces can be useful to track a moving target. When \( \psi_R \) is smaller, bionanosensors spread over the environment too slowly to locate a target and \( \langle P \rangle \) tends to be small. This is often observed when bionanosensors lose the target “after” they gather around the target; all bionanosensors
Figure 4.18: Target tracking processes: (a) successful target tracking, (b) a loss of a target and recovery, and (c) a loss of a target and failure in tracking.
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Figure 4.19: Impact of repellent related parameter ($\psi_R$) on the target tracking performance

Figure 4.20: Impact of attractant related parameter ($\psi_A$) on the target tracking performance
Figure 4.21: Impact of repellent and attractant related parameters ($\psi_R$ and $\psi_A$) on the target tracking performance

stay together and the target cannot be located again. When $\psi_R$ is larger, bioc
anosensors repel each other and thus it becomes difficult to stay together around the target (i.e., to maintain a large $\langle P \rangle$.)

- Fig. 4.20 shows that $\langle P \rangle$ increases as $\psi_A$ increases and thus attractive forces are useful in target tracking.

Fig. 4.21 shows the combined impact of $\psi_R$ and $\psi_A$ on $\langle P \rangle$ where $\omega_T = 0.002$ (rad/s). Within the ranges of $\psi_R$ and $\psi_A$ examined, $\langle P \rangle$ is maximized when $\psi_R = 1.40 \times 10^{-2}$ and $\psi_A = 3.49 \times 10^{-2}$ (indicated by the white cross in the figure.) The figure shows that repellents and attractants both are useful to track a moving target.

In this chapter, repellents are found useful when they are used together with attractants. This is not observed in Chapter 3 where repellents negatively impact the target tracking performance when they are used together with attractants (Subsection 3.3.4). This is due to the following reasons.

1. In the model described in Chapter 3, attractants are always secreted from
bionanosensors that are in the vicinity of a target while in the model described in this chapter, attractants may be secreted from bionanosensors that are apart from a target (because bionanosensors releasing attractants may move away from a target). In the model described in this chapter, repellents may help alleviate the negative effects of attractants.

2. Also, in the model described in Chapter 3, bionanosensors are distributed over the environment probabilistically, meaning that bionanosensors always exist at the location of a target. In this case, detecting a target is a trivial task for bionanosensors and repellents are useless. In the model described in this chapter, on the other hand, bionanosensors need to detect a target. In this case, repellents are helpful to spread bionanosensors over the environment to increase the probability to detect a target.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated through in silico experiments the feasibility of using bacteria as bionanosensors to form a dynamic bionanosensor network for target tracking. We developed first a mobility model of bacterium-based bionanosensors, and then evaluated the ability of bacterium-based bionanosensors to locate and track moving targets.

Key results and findings described in this chapter are the following:

- Repellents are useful for bacterium-based bionanosensors to increase the mean square distance from their original location (Subsection 4.3.2), while attractants are useful to decrease the mean square distance to a target location in the monitoring environment (Subsection 4.3.3). These results are consistent with previous results described in Chapter 3. This chapter uses a model of bacterium-based bionanosensors and gives detailed insight into the impact of individual model parameters associated with bacterium-based bionanosensors such as drift angles for repellents and attractants.
• Bacterium-based bionanosensors are able to track a moving target when the combined use of attractants and repellents is employed (Section 4.3.4). Unlike previous results described in Chapter 3, this chapter shows that both attractants and repellents are useful for target tracking and that an optimal combination of drift angles for repellents and attractants exists for tracking a moving target.

On-going work is to develop a more realistic model of bionanosensors [71]. In this chapter, the mobility of bionanosensors was modeled after flagellated bacteria [13]; the simple rotational diffusion model of chemotactic bacteria was modified to incorporate interactions through attractants and repellents. In more biologically realistic models, such as [17, 26, 84], the intracellular signaling dynamics (Fig. 4.1) are modeled deterministically using ordinary differential equations (ODEs) or simulated stochastically. The extracellular concentrations of attractants or repellents in those models affect the signaling dynamics within the bacteria, which determines how the flagellar motors rotate and how the bacteria migrate (i.e., run or tumble).

Future work involves more detailed modeling of the dynamics and properties of attractant and repellent molecules. This is necessary to understand how parameter values such as the diffusion coefficients of attractants and repellents impact the mobility patterns of bionanosensors and to identify the types of molecule that would be suitable as attractants and repellents. Future work also addresses practical aspects of bacterium-based bionanosensor networks. For example, the individual behavior and functionalities of bacterium-based autonomous bionanosensors (e.g., their sensitivity to attractants) may differ due to phenotypic differences, which need to be considered in the design of collective behavior. Also, bacterium-based autonomous bionanosensors may grow, divide and die during the target tracking operation, meaning that such population dynamics need to be considered.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary of Thesis

In this thesis, we consider two major classes of problems in nanomedical applications of bionanosensor networks: target detection and target tracking. Targets in such applications can be disease sites or infectious microorganisms that represent potential threat to the environment, and timely detection of targets and tracking of targets are important to provide immediate treatments or further analysis of the environment. In this thesis, we design two types of bionanosensor networks: static and dynamic to attack the target detection or tracking problem. Here a static bionanosensor network consists of bionanosensors that are immobilized to perform application functionality, while a dynamic bionanosensor network consists of bionanosensors that autonomously migrate to perform application functionality.

In Chapter 1, we described the background of bionanosensor network research. We then introduced research challenges in bionanosensor networks and defined objectives of this thesis. We also illustrated an architecture of bionanosensor networks and reviewed related work to highlight contributions of this thesis.

In Chapter 2, we considered a static bionanosensor network for target detection application. In this type of bionanosensor network, bionanosensors are statically placed in the monitoring environment to detect targets that randomly walk in
the environment. We formulated the target detection problem as an optimization problem to find a spatial distribution of bionanosensors that can minimize mean residence time of targets. We then mathematically analyzed the problem under the condition that target arrival locations follow the uniform distribution: for one-dimensional environment, we found the optimal solution, and for \( n \)-dimensional environment \((n \geq 2)\), we provided the lower bound expression. Furthermore, in a two-dimensional environment, where analytical approaches are not available, we assumed that target arrival locations follow the normal distribution and conducted simulation experiments to compare the performance of several placement schemes in terms of mean residence time.

In Chapter 3, we considered a dynamic bionanosensor network for target tracking. In this type of bionanosensor network, autonomous mobile bionanosensors use repellents and attractants to detect and track a moving target. Bionanosensors release repellents to spread over the monitoring environment in search of targets, while they release attractants to gather around a target location. We developed a mathematical model to describe the spatio-temporal dynamics of bionanosensors, repellents, and attractants, and demonstrated through numerical experiments that the dynamic bionanosensor network is able to locate and track a moving target under varieties of settings.

In Chapter 4, we investigated through in silico experiments the feasibility of using bacteria as bionanosensors to form a dynamic bionanosensor network. A bacterium is a microscale organism capable of sensing environmental conditions, producing chemical substances, and actively moving in the environment. Also, it can be genetically engineered to modify these functionalities. We first developed a mobility model of bacterium-based bionanosensors, and then evaluated the ability of bacterium-based bionanosensors to locate and track moving targets. Simulation results demonstrated that a group of bacterium-based bionanosensors is able to track a moving target when the combined use of attractants and repellents is employed, indicating that bacteria are promising materials to implement bionanosensors for target tracking.
5.2 Future Work

The area of bionanosensor networks is still in its infancy. In the following, we discuss open research issues that need to be addressed in future work.

5.2.1 Wet Laboratory Experiments

An open research issue is to demonstrate bionanosensor networks in wet laboratory experiments. Research efforts in this area so far have been theoretical, and wet laboratory experiments need to be conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of bionanosensor networks, identify practical issues, and gain insight into the design of bionanosensor networks. In wet laboratory experiments, bionanosensors may be implemented using biomaterials such as bacteria (as we assumed in Chapter 4), other motile cells, and artificial cells [78], and their collective behavior is demonstrated for a specific application such as target detection and target tracking.

5.2.2 Robust Molecular Communication Methods

Another open research issue is to design and develop robust molecular communication methods through which bionanosensors can coordinate their behaviors in practical environments such as inside the human body. Methods of molecular communication we used in Chapters 3 and 4 are diffusion-based molecular communication in which bionanosensors communicate by propagating molecules in the environment [51]. Diffusion-based molecular communication may not however apply to an environment where molecules disperse quickly because in such
an environment the concentration of a molecule decreases quickly before it is detected by bionanosensors. Diffusion-based molecular communication is also vulnerable to the disturbance of the environment such as the blood flow. To address these issues, non-diffusion-based molecular communication may be utilized [62]. In non-diffusion-based molecular communication, bionanosensors may release adhesive molecules that bind to a surface in the environment to form a stable concentration gradient on the surface, allowing bionanosensors to communicate more robustly. Future work thus needs to be conducted to determine an appropriate method of molecular communication for a given environment.

5.2.3 Protocols and Architectures

Another open research issue is to define a set of protocols and generic architecture that can help design and develop practical applications of bionanosensor networks [57, 61]. A layered architecture traditionally used in computer networks [81] may provide a starting point for discussions. Based on a layered architecture, for instance, we may organize various research issues and design concerns in bionanosensor networks into layers that are relatively independent of each other in order to accelerate research and development in each layer.

5.2.4 Interfaces with External Devices

Another open research issue is to establish interfaces to interconnect bionanosensor networks deployed inside the human body and external devices that may be placed on or outside the human body [53, 54]. Such interfaces allow external devices to control bionanosensor networks and expand the capability and potential of bionanosensor networks as well as existing communication networks [3, 10]. For instance, bionanosensor networks deployed inside the human body may timely relay the information about the environmental conditions to an external device and enable real-time visualization [19]. Bionanosensor networks may be controlled from external devices via the Internet by a medical doctor for remote therapy or
tissue engineering [53]. Establishing such interfaces is also a first step toward developing fully autonomous bionanosensor networks that do not require external control.

5.2.5 Noise Effects

Another open research issue is to overcome noise effects. In Chapter 4, bionanosensors move based on the rotational random walk model due to noise effects, and as a result, target tracking performance exhibits large variance (Figs. 4.10 – 4.16). This may not be desirable depending on applications and we need to consider a robust design that can overcome noise effects. One method to overcome noise effects is to rely on a large number of bionanosensors. Another method is to utilize noise effects to improve system performance (e.g., based on stochastic resonance to enhance a signal-to-noise ratio as in neural information processing [43]). Future work needs to develop biologically implementable methods for bionanosensor networks to overcome noise effects.
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